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~riority Registration
J)egins Monday
Priority Registration for the spring
of 1986 will begin Monday and continue through Dec. 3.
Departments will schedule a
period for advisement for their stucte·nt majors, but each department
will not necessary follow the same
system for registration.
Freshmen should schedule an advisement session with their
counselor in order to register for
spring classes.
Counseling periods for priority
registration will end on Tuesday,
Dec. 3 to allow for the processing of
materials.
Departments will be notifying
student<; of their advisement sessions.
Course section request forms will be
given to students and should be filled out with desired course selections.
On or shortly after Dec. 16, students will receive through the mail
a schedule and fee statement.
Therefore, students are asked to
make sure their mailing addresses
arc current.
Students whose address has changed or will change soon should complete an address change form at the
Office of Admissions and Record
before Dec. 6.
Upon meeeting with their advisers, students will receive course•
section request forms. A first and se-

cond choice will be available for each
section. Students should fill out the
form in order of importance.
Complete instructions for payment
of classes will be included in the fee
statement sent to students. Payment
must be received before the Jan. 4
deadline.
If the classes are not paid for by
the deadline, or if any of the instructions in the priority registration
packet are not followed, the student's
schedule will be voided.
Students not participating in
priority registration will register during regular registration in January.
Regular registration will begin on
Jan. 15, for evening and graduate
students, and continue on Jan. 16.
Classes will begin on Monday, Jan.
20.
Brownsville campus students will
not participate in priority registration . Regular registration for
Brownsville classes will be held on
Jan. 14.
For further information, contact
the Office of Admissions and
Records at 381-2206 or 381-2201.
The printing of the spring semester
schedule has been delayed therefore
could not be inserted in this issue of
"The Pan American ." The schedule
however will be available in the
newspaper racks by Monday.

It's all psychological ... Danny Castaneda, a freshman from Mercedes, takes a rest from his studies in a comfortable sofa at the LR C

(Photo by Janie Cantu)

Faculty Senate still working on tenure policy

Survey shows faculty dissatisfied with tenure
By Brad Nibert and
College Press Service
The Faculty Senate is still in the
process of drafting a new tenure
policy, however, a national survey of
university faculty has found that
about one-third of all college teachers
think students would get a better
education if tenure was abolished.
The survey, conducted by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and released
Oct. 14, also found that almost four
out of ever 10 college teachers are
thinking about changing their careers
within the next five years.
Acquiring tenure, of course, traditionally has been one of college
teachers' primary goals because it
protects them from being fired
without cause.
'
But tenure is harder to get now

than it was five years ago, about twothirds of the professors polled said.
Dr. Mark Winkel, chair of the Faculty Senate, said he was not surprised with the results of the survey.
"I am surprised the numbers are
not higher," Winkle said.
Carnegie officials also said that
they were not surprised at the results,
although the finding that 38 percent
of all faculty are thinking of leaving
the profession within five years is
alarming.
Faculty members were not asked
why they might leave teaching, but
their answers to other questions convinced foundation officals there is a
widespread morale problem.
Eighty-four percent of the professors said their students are not
properly prepared for their classes.
And 40 percent said morale in
their departments has declined dur-

Theater festival
continues
through Sunday
The 1985 Texas Southeast Area
American College Theater Festival
will be held on Nov. 5 - 10. Eight
plays performed by seven universities
including PAU are scheduled.
In addition, well-known director
William Ball and Pulitzer Prize winning playwright Mark Medhoff will
give guest critiques.
Following is the schedule of the
performances: On Nov. 6 "Tell Me
A Story" by Pan American University will be presented in the CAS
University Theater at 1:30 p.m. It is
directed by Doug Cummins. The second performance on that date is
Lamar University's "Poor Murderer" at 8 p.m. directed by Keith
Cockrell. It will also be presented in
the CAS Theater.
On Nov. 7 the first critique by
William Ball will be in CAS 107.
Texas A&M University will perform
"Greater Tuna" at 1:30 p.m. in the
Cas Theater. It is directed by Randall Buchanan . "Bus Stop" by Tyler
Junior College will follow at 8 p.m.
It is directed by David Crawford and
will be presented in the Fine Arts
Auditorium.
On ov. 8 William Ball will hold
another guest critique in CAS 107. At
1:30 Temple Junior College will perform ··Lone Star" in the CAS Uni-

versity Theater. It is directed by
Wayne Toone. PAU will present "The
End of the Line" directed by Marian
Monta. It will be performed in the
·cAS University Theater at 8 p.m.
On Nov. 9 the previous day's plays
will again be critiqued by William
Ball in CAS 107. Prairie View will
present "Bury the Dead", directed by
C. Lee Turner at 1:30 p.m. in the
Fine Arts Auditorium. At 8 p.m.
"The Rainmaker" will be presented
by North Harris County. It is directed
by Joe Kaough and will also be performed in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
In addition, playwright Mark Medhoff, who wrote "Children of a
Lesser God" will critique "The End
ot the Line" which was written by
PAU graduate student and faculty
member Steve Copold.
This is the third and final year that
PAU will host the festival. University Theater Managing Director Dr.
Doug Cummins state, "The most exciting thing about this year's festival
is the critiques by William Ball, one
of the best directors in this or any
country. it should be a really
memorable experience." Artistic
Director Dr. Marian Manta added
that the festival "brings students
together not for competition but for
a learning experience that everyone
can benefit from ."

ing the past five years. Less than half
thought their salaries were good or
excellent.
There are, however, other signs in
the study that morale is not as bad
as the above figures might suggest.
Only 28 percent of the college
teachers, for example, felt they had
limited opportunities for professional
advancement and only 21 percent
said they would not go into teaching
if they could start their careers over.
The Faculty Tenure policy and the
development of a retrenchment
policy have been tossed around the
university for sometime now.
A new tenure document was approved by the Faculty Senate last
year. Following its approval it was
sent to Dr. Ronald Applebaum, vice
president for academic affairs, who
made revisions and recommenda-

tions along with the Council of
Deans.
The revisions have been sent back
to the senate, and they now must approve those revisons or make new
proposals. Final· approval of the
tenure document must come from the
Board of Regents, after it has gone
through the vice president for
academic affairs and president.
The present tenure policy was approved in July 1983, but problems
have occurred with it because of its
very general criteria for achieving
tenure, according to Winkel.
"In order to be granted tenure
status, faculty must demonstrate a
record of exemplary performance in
teaching, professional achievement
and professional service," states the
present tenure policy.
Measuring exemplary performance on a fair and even basis has

b en a problem for both faculty and
administrators.
President Nevarez last year requested that each academic department develop their own specific
criteria for achieving tenure. Some
departments have already finished
their criteria documents.
The basic objective of the new
tenure policy and criteria will be to
grant tenure on an objective basis.
The need for a retrenchment
policy, which would set guidelines
for reducing faculty in the event of
a cutback on funding, was also
recognized last year when budget
battles over higher education erupted
in the Texas legislature. A decline in
enrollment has already been experienced and has been partially
blamed on the actions of the legislature.
Like at most universities, achiev-

ing tenure her is a long process.
The first step is completion of .i
probationary period not to exceed six
years, and not less than three years.
"The purpose of a probationary
period is to allow reasonable time for
faculty members to establish their
academic performance and for their
departments to evaluate their performance and potential performance in
the position in order to validate
recommendations for continuous or
terminal appointments," states the
policy.
During the probationary period of
the applicant's progress is monitored
at the departmental level and by the
office of the vice president for
academic affairs.
The final tenure review includes a
peer review by departmental and
school committees as well as by the
administration.

Study reports 200, 000 teachers
in classes they're not prepared for
By Elva Salazar

and from CPS Reports

Many college students planning to
become primary or secondary
teachers can expect to spend all or
part of their time teaching classes
they are not certified for.
A study produced by the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) and
the Council for Basic Education
(CBE) estimates some 200,000
teachers are teaching at least one
class a day they are not properly
trained to teach.
"It is not an exaggeration to infer
that what some educators call 'out of
field' teaching is out of control," says
CBE Director Graham Down.
The study, which consisted of a

state-by-state survey of misassigned
teachers, found that some 15 states
permit misassignments on a limited
basis.
Texas is one state that allows temporary assignments for teachers in
areas for which they are not certified.
"This is perfectly legal in Texas,
but its not just happening here, its
everywhere," said Leslie Linnard,
assistant superintendent for personnel in McAllen.
Even though the report's authors
reject the widely-held assumption
that misassignments invariably occur
because of shortages of qualified
teachers in certain disciplines. some
Valley school personnel directors
disagree .
"Most districts are making

assignments on a temporary basis
because of a lack of fully qualified
people entering the teaching field,"
Linnard said.
Linnard added that McAllen
schools, mainly Jr. High and High
School, are experiencing a shortage
of teachers in the math and natural
science areas.
Moreover, Pharr-San Juan-Alamo
schools are also experiencing a shortage of teachers, but mainly in the
elementary-bilingual area.
"This is the worse year we've ever
had as far as teacher shortages are
concerned," said Richard Light,
assistant superintendent for personnel for PSJA. "Wehad 14 student

teachers last year. and I hired all of
them th is fall."
Some school administrators feel
that tighter teaching restrictions
brought about by House Bill 72 and
low teacher salaries can account for
the teacher shortage.
"Three to five years ago, people
stopped going into the teaching field
because of the low teacher salarie~,"
said Mike Ruiz, assistant superintendent for personnel for Edinburg
schools. Now that salaries have gone
up, so have the restrictions.
However, Ruiz added, "Anytime
yol! have someone who is not fully
certified in the area they are
teaching, instruction will not be of
as high a quality as if the teachers
were fully certified."

Math receives grants totaling over $70,000
The mathematics department has
received two grants total' ing $70,651
from the Texas College and University System Coordinating Board .
Bella Weiner, Dr. Peter Garcia and
Dr. Joseph Weiner were awarded
$45,651 for a workshop to teach 180
Valley junior high and high school
teachers European methods of
teaching secondary mathematics.
The workshops will take place the
spring _and summer of 1986.

The principal goal of this project
is to provide inservice training for
mathematics teachers in order to
sharpen their skills and implement
these skill s in the classroom .
Clinics will begin and end the
folowing dates: Jan . 15-March 4 :
March 5-April 24 ; April 23-June 5 ;
and , June JO-July 3.
Those interested may sign up for
the clinic beginning Nov. 15 by call ing 381-35 34.

Each clinic will contain six
workshops.
The university was also given
$25,000 for a six-hour graduate
course clinic designed to train
elementary mathematics teachers to
detect and respond to students'
mathmatical deficiences.
Dr. Olga Ramirez and Jose Rene
Torres will direct and instruct the
clinic which will be held the first
~ummer session.

Applicants must be certified
teachers. Details on how to apply
will be advertised sometime in
January.
Fifty elementary students taking
part in the clinic will be diagnosed
with 25 of these being remediated.
Ramirez said.
The clinic is gratis with monies
from the grant being used to pu1·chase instruction and testing
materials.
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.Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
·bill long-needed ,

was propo<;ed by Sens. Phil Gramm. Ernest Hollings
A monumental Senate action on Sept. 29. 1981 raisand
Warren B. Rudman.
ed the nation's debt ceiling to more than $1 trillion.
The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings amendment simpPreceding this decision warnings that government
ly sets mandatory maximum amounts for the federal
must live within its means or face economic disaster
were tossed around. Yet, four years later the govern- deficit and reduces them by some $36 billion annually.
The proposal requires the president to submit budgets
ment has already reached $2 trillion mark .
This $2 trillion burden represents an indebtedness with deficits within the statutory targets and Congress
of nearly $10,000 for every man, woman and child to remain within those ceilings as it acts on measures
that affect the federal budet. Even more important.it
in the United States. Financing this obligation will
creates
an enforcement mechanism that will
cost approximately $200 billion in fiscal 1986 and
automatically
institute the budget cuts needed to
is increasing at the rate of $20 billion annually.
achieve
the
prescribed
targets.
Everybody seems to agree that there is a need for
This proposal brings a dose of reality and will force
drastic action against the deficit, however, the budget
process has become so complicated it is almost im- some hard choices in domestic spending, defense
spending and taxes. It is preferable to the current propossible to arrive at a final decision on what to do.
cess.
in which no choices are made while the conThe major steps needed to achieve deficit control are
gress
con~tructs
a fiscal "house of cards" that will
never accomplished.
eventually
collapse
and leave most of us buried in
Instead, Congress and the administration confine
themselves to a series of nickel-and-dime measures, the rubble.
some shuffling of numbers and a promise to do betIt is about time that someone finally inserted some
backbone
and accountability into the budget process.
ter next time around.
This
in
some
ways will help ensure that needed
Finally someone has taken some emergency steps
measures,
whether
they be for new revenues or spenaimed at establishing an enforceable process to ending
cuts,
are
made.
sure progress toward a balanced budget. This action

,

~Zw
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Letters to the Editor ---------------------------------------·
To the Editor,
On the issue of the funds, or lack
there of, that support (to whatever
degree of inefficiency) community
colleges, I think it would be quite interesting to know what percentage of
this same tax pool is designated for
the federal and state bureaucracies
and for the use of the military industrial complex.
Mr. Moreno's statement that in
some small colleges there 'are too few
students to warrant the continuation
of support is complete and unadulterated bullshit. Better that there be an
entire college supported for a
solitary student than 10 tanks be

manufactured for use in an empire
building power play
If, as Mr. Moreno implied, it is
necessary to close one or some
schools to increase the longevity of
others, then we can deduce that, as
these funds further diminish, at some
point in time all public universities
and community schools will eventually be closed. Or, maybe we get
to see the jockeying for position and
the currying of favors that almost
always takes place as departments
within our own school face their
"termination by budget" one, by one,
by one, by one, by one . . .
As to the issue of the "public im-

age" of Pan Am, or any other school,
the onus should be placed on constituents and representatives equally. It
is the duty of the rep. to maintain the
parallel and vertical lines of communications between the two. As
leaders (by virtue of the fact that the
people voted them into office), it is
often too easy for the representative
to melt into the inaccessable confines
of the political machine or system.
It should be the goal of the rep. to
strive for perfection-not to make
apologist attempts to justify the
already known quantity of systemic
inequity and failure of societal needs.
It is immaterial to the constitue'hts

Commentary/Valentin Waltschew

versity. A charitable act or an act of
public service is not conducted for
an ulterior purpose. If signatory intent is attributed to such acts then it
ceases to be charitable and becomes
the posturing of a personal admiration campaign.
Laura Hall
To the Editor
Obviously Mr. Speer has been in
his "attic" too long. His article titled. "Critical student response called for" The Pan American, 31 October, 1985) does nothing but aggravate my guts. How can anyone call
the Grenadian invasion a side show?
.Mr. Speer, guess what? I was there.
I saw the Russian and Cuban aircraft.
I saw the remains of U.S. helicopters
that were shot down during combat.
A sideshow belongs in a circus to
entertain you. I would hardly call losing 19 American servicemen during
the invasion a "SIDESHOW." You
know something slick? Next time you
think of voicing your opinion
remember that because of men like
those 19 servicemen and their will to
health education projects in schools, believe in fighting for what is right,
workplaces and health centers were for democracy, guys like you can .
continue to voice your opinions
established.
against what we stand for. Let it be
For the first time in the history of here on our own soil. or anywhere
Grenada, medical care was free for in the world.
all - the number of operating rooms
tripled and the doc'tor-to-patient ratio
Rene Jackson Jr.
doubled. Laboratory and x-ray facilities were also improved. The faith
of the health system at the present is
Speer replies
not known, although it can safely be
assumed that it has deteriorated since
Mr. .Jackson:
the expulsion of Cuban doctors and
17umk _\'OU for your respo11se. I m11
medical technicians.
afraid, however, that you missed or igGrenada was not headed toward tonored the main point of my col11m11 which
talitarian rule, as the Reagan adu·as the deficiency of the original
ministration would have us believe,
Grenada editorial. I feel justified,
but rather toward democracy. Eight
though, in calling Grenada a sideshm,·
independent trade unions and several
because, by all accounts, there was
nothing critical abolll the timing of the
mass organizations representing the
i11l'llsion. 111e occupation could ha\'e
peasants, workers and the students,
hee11 successfally undenaken at any poiIll
shared the government with the New
i11 time, but instead was enacted at a time
Jewel. The rank and file could recall
when Americans were percei1•ed to need
the leadership by secret ballot in ana phychological victor_\: I am thankful
nual or biennial elections.
that young servicemen are willing to fight
The real lesson of Grenada is that
for what they believe is right. I regret that
a crime was committed in October
those who command these soldiers mis1983. Free Grenada does not exist
me their willingness. Again, thank you
anymore, instead there is antother
for reminding us c1bout those 19 Americans who died in Gr,mada. I. too. acoccupied territory by the U.S., where
tive(\' mourn the loss.
the Marines can act out every role in
a foul play that used to be called
"gunboat diplomacy." and now is being passed off .is a "program of democracy."

that in these strivings the representative may be demoted to working on
an unpopular or undesirable committee. Mr. Hinojosa did say that as reps
they didn't get paid very much; so
why should it matter if they can't
always be able to work the gravy train
or be in the limelite of the magnanimous public that supports them
and other members of the ever
greedy, ever defensive, ruling class?
What I found to be most insulting
about Mr. Hinojosa's comments
about the "growth" of Pan Am was
the fact that he was taking a measure
of credit for this development from
Edinburg college to Pan Am. Uni-

:Grenada lessons re-examined
,

,,

1•
1,

I

With the U.S. in"sion of Grenada
in Octobei-" 1983, President Reagan
chillingly gave the first true lesson
of the Grenada invasion- his
Manichaean view of the world was
not exprescd in mere rhetoric.
Reagan's blood and thunder ideology
was turned into reality.
Reagan, irrationally calculating
that a tiny speck in the Caribbean
could pose a threat to the greatest
power on Earth, used a sledgehammer to kill a fly. The invasion of
, Grenada ripped away the flimsy
mask of noninterventionism that the
U.S. has found necessary to wear, if
only in nominal obeisance to inter' national law.
Were the incursion into Grenada
an isolated instance of the U.S. imposing its will on a defenseless state
in the neighborhood, it could perhaps be justified. But for anyone
willing to look at history - Iran
(1953), Guatemala (1954), -The Dominican Republic (1965), Chile (1973) - it w.is not the first, and probably
will not be the last, unashamed manifestation of the use of power in enforcing U.S. global imperialism.
For all mcnibers of the United Nations Security Council. all U.S. allies
and the rest of the world. the invasion was inexcusable. condemned as
a tla;;.rant violation of international

law. Unfortunately, great "patriois"
'such as Newt Gingrich, Ike Skelton
and Reagan, do not have much respect for world opinion - as Reagan
put it in 1983, condemnation by the
U.N. and one hundred or so other
nations "did not disturb his breakfast."
In Grenada, Reagan and the Pentagon saw the "winnable war" that
could put to rest the "Vietnam Syndrome." However, the Grenada invasion did not exactly rank with the
"Battle of the Bulge" or the capture
of Iwo Jima, as a great military victory. That a tiny island, whose population would not even fill the Rose
Bowl, and without a functional government, could be conquered by a
large U.S. flotilla can be no source
of real pride but a source of embarassment.
If the U.S. is not the dominant influence in a "backyard" country, as
it was in Nicaragua during the
Somoza era, then that country is
branded as an enemy and part of
"World Communism." Its revolution
is condemned as a virus that will infect other nations.
The North American people are so
isolated from the real choices, and
so susceptible to propaganda such as
the American Opportunies Foundation's (AOF) that they welcomed the
Grenada intervention as a military

"rollback" of socialism. The ideologies of tiny, defenseless and poor
nations such as Grenada or Nicaragua, never have and never will pose
a threat to the U.S., despite Reagan's,
or his pet, the AFO's rhetoric and
manipulation of facts.
The reality of the Grenada Revolution is that it was a de~nocratic, progressive and popular experiment influenced more by New Left politics
and the black power movement rather than by Soviet-style communism.
The New Jewel Party (Joint Endeavor for Welfare, Education and
Liberation) established an ambitious
but cautious socialist program. In the
period between 1979 and 1983, Grenada achieved a 9 percent growth
rate, while other Caribbean nations
had a decline in growth. Wages
climbed steadily and unemployment
dropped from 49 to 14 percent.
The government worked to reduce
the power of the large landowner and
multinational corporations, reduced
imports, diversified the local economy and increased food production.
In addition to economic improvements social standards were set as
well. A literacy campaign increased
the literacy rate from 85 percent to
98 percent of the population - a level
higher than that in the U.S. The number of secondary schools tripled;
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Etiquette expert offers advice

under the name of "Miss Courtesy".

.

Dellr Miss Courtesy:
A friend of mine who has a small
child visits me often. I enjoy her
visits except for the child. He is very
destructive. He climbs on my furniture. spills things. and generally
turns the house upside down. His
mother seems either unwilling or
unable to control him. Other than ending the friendship. what can I do?
Signed, Desp,,,we
&linln11g, TX
D£'llr Desperate,
On your friend's next visit. ask her

to help you with something in the kitchen. Then. when she's not looking,
take the dear child aside and tell him
that if he doesn't behave himself
you're going to drop kick him into
the neighbor's backyard. Then if he
doesn't, do.

tends to pay me back.

Dear Miss Courtesy:
My son is living with a young
woman without benefit of marraige.
What should I call her?
Signed, Confused Mom
Pharr. TX
Dellr Mom,
That depends. Do you mean to her
face or behind her back?

Dear Miss Courtesy,
My fiance recently eloped with my
"best friend" and would-be maid of
honor on what would have been,our
wedding day. I am confused as to
what is the proper way to behave in
a situation like this. Any suggestions
you have regarding the return of gifts.
etc .. etc. would be appreciated.
Thank you,
Dumped in McAllen
Dear Dumped,
Miss Courtesy commends you on
your wish to do the proper thing in
the face of such a crushing blow. The
following is a list of things you must

Dear Miss Counes\',
What does one do about a co-worker
who continually borrows money? It's
up to a tidy sum by now and the person gives no indication that he in-

Sincerely,
Tapped-out in Alamo
Dear Tapped-out,
Mention to your co-worker that your
Uncle Guido from Chicago is coming down for a visit.

As American people wc tend to
usually concentrate our ctforts and
attention on events of large-scale proportion-. We sometimes ignore the
everyday type of events: the ordinary.
Take the American college student. for example. I'm not going to
bore you with statistics. We all read
the papers and magazines. (Besides.
my point is brief and succint.)
Let's face it folks. The American
college student is being "taken for a
ride." My focal point: THE TUITION/FINANCIAL AID SITUATION.
Not only is tuition skynx:kctting as
fast as inflation. but it seems that exclusivity (be it low-income. lowmiddle income etc.) is more important that academic skills or good
..ole .. brainpower.
Is it fair for an academically sound
student to be refused financial aid
because his parents make $50 too
much over the restricted line of
eligibility? I know we have our rules
and regulations. Where would we be
without them? But why do we as a
democratic system of free-thinking
individuals stick to a system of rules
and regulations that have very little
if any success?
Summarizing, I guess my main
question is this: is it fair to allow a
student to get into college with the
benefits of financial aid and who is
not ready or willing to work to be
academically stable. just because his
financial status says he is eligible?
What happens to the real college student who takes his studies seriously
and wants to get a good sol id college
education, but his parents make $50
too much?
This is just one small example
from one ordinary student. But the
bottom line is that ordinary students
are the ones that make this fine
university a better place to achieve
higher education.
Thank you
T.F. Smith

The Pan American

You'll Love It/Rose Marie Herbert

Editor's Nolt':<. 'olmnnil'>I Rose Marie
Herbert is ou ,acation this week in
Asbury Park, New Jersey. However, we
are pleased to have as a guest colum• nist Mrs. Cornelia Winthrop-Ames.
Mrs. Winthrop-Ames is an etiquette
expert who writes a syndicated column

To the Editor:
In these days of tcm,r in the air
and acts of violence in our oceans.
one cannot help but foci threatened
to live in a society such as ours.

do (in sequence) in order to save face
socially:
I. The first week you must return
the engagement ring by an
intermediary.
2.
3.

4.

The second week you must
return all of the wedding and
shower gifts.
After a decent interval of about
two months. you may start going out in public again. If
anyone should dare bring up
the subject, you must say
sweetly,
"I wish the
newlyweds every happiness
and I'm sure that everything
will work out for the best for
all concerned." Practice this
speech until it sounds sincere.
Finally, after four months you
must pay the happy couple an
evening visit and slash all four
of their tires.
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Hawkins dance group performs Sunday
By Mary Howard
Staff Writer
Having dazzled audiences in Paris
at the Theater of Nations Festival , in
London at the Sadler\ Wells Theater,
ifl Naples at the Maschio Angioino
eastlc, and countless others from
New York to Hawaii, Erick Hawkins
pance Conpany will perform here
~unday evening.
: At 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts
,!\uditorium, the dance company will
i:,crform " Agathlon ," "Plains
.

Daybreak" and " Hurrah," all
choreographed by Hawkins, the
company's founder and artistic
director.
Ticket<; are available at the University Center Room 20S, Harlingen,
Weslaco and Edinburg Chambers of
Commerce and Melhart Music of
McAllen . For more imformation call
381-2260. Costs are: $S for Pan Am
students; $10 general admission; and ,
$1S for reserved seats.
"The spirit of exploratory rn-·

-
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The Spot Burger No. 1
(Where our food hits the SPOT!)
Our specialities are the uncomparable
Spotburger. Chicken, fish, and Shrimp.
Call in your orders at
)<3)-909)
} 19 E. CANO (NEXT rn EdiNbURG Public LibRARy)

Test yourseH.
Which early pregnancy test is as
easv to read as red, no-white, ves?

dividualism that has motivated
American modern dance . . . has
seldom found as bold an incarnation
. . ." said Washington Post review.
Setting high standards for himself
and his company. Hawkins believes
an excellent performance requires the
collaboration of the three arts which
make up a performance. These arts
are: the dancing, the visual sidecostumes and sets and original music.
Strongly believing in the power of
live music, Erick Hawkins Dance
Company has had 25 engagements
with symphony orchestras including
the National Symphony at Kennedy
Center and the American Symphony.
Sunday's performance will be accompanied by the eight-piece Hawkins Theater Orchestra.
The enormous scope of Erick
Hawkins' choreography defies easy
categorization. Harmoniously, his
work brings together the elegance of
classical ball.et with the primitive joy
of Plains Indian dance, the energy of
Western drive with the tranquility of
Eastern philosophy, the vision of an
artist with the clinical detail of scientific technique.
This blend of opposites will
manifest itself in the three works the
Company will be performing Sunday
evening.

According to Naima Prevots of the
Washington Dance Review. "Agathlon.. contains a lot of --overt sensuousness. especially in the malefemale duet passages which have a
lovely tenderness. play and warmth
.. The dance images captured the
essence of contained strength . . .
movem\!nt phrases were characterized by strong leaps and jumps .. :·
she said.
" Plains Daybreak." telling of
"peace and harmony possible in the
world," is possibly one of the most
important works by an American
choreographer. It shows man "joining in nature with respect and
celebration rather than intruding:·
Prevots said. ·
Indian dance movements are "jumping off points" for this work .
"Hurrah," is a "heartwarming ode
to Middle Western nostalgia set to a
festive score by Virgil Thomson."
said Anna Kisselgoff of the New
York Times.
It is one of the "most moving
celebrations of the American spirit
that the dance world has offered , .
." she said.
Hawkins quoting Emerson said,
"People wish to be settled; only as
far as they are unsettled is there any
hope for them."

Which is a simple one-step test?
Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lab tests?
Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?

News Briefs
Senior art exhibits begin
Senior BFA Exhibits will be on
display throughout the semester in
the Fine Arts Gallery 215.
This is an opportunity to let e\'eryone know the quality of the students
best work. according to Dr. Edward
Nichols of the art department.
The art faculty writes a summary
of the work and then it goes into the
students record.
Students and the genernl public are
invited.
The following are the BFA exhibits
and the dates of the showings
~
throughout this semester:

•

•

Amelia Za\'ala. a commen:ial
artist. will ha\'e her work on display Nm·. 10-15.
Melba Garcia and Alma Rodriguez. both commercial and studio artists. will ha\'e a reception
No\'. 17 and their displays on

Nov. 17-22 .
•

•

Senorina Veliz. a studio artist.
will ha,·e her displays from Dec.
1-6.
Studio and commercial artists.
Charlotte Flint and Lan:lla Roberts will ha\'e their displays
Dec. 8-1.l

Ex-hostage speaks today
Witness for Peace representative
Father Peter Hinde will speak at Activity Period today at the LA Auditorium . Hinde was a member of the
delegation on the southern border of
Nicaragua that was kidnapped by anti-Sandinista terrorists last summer.
Hinde is ordained in the order of
Brothers of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel.
He served in the Army. Air Force

and as a missionary in Peru for eight
years.
With Sr. Betty Campbell he was
instrumental in founding Tabor
House in Washington D.C. Since 1978
he has focused his attention on refugees and has been an active participant in Witness for Peace. a group
that maintains a permanent peace
vigil in the Nicaraguan war zone.

'La Mancha' auditions Tuesday
Auditions for the University
Theater·s production of "Man of La
Mancha·· are scheduled for Tuesday
at 7 p.m.
Those wishing to audition should
prepare a song either from the show
or from another Broadway musical.
according to Director Dr. Marian
Monta. All of the non-singing roles
have .already been filled.
"We are looking for three males :
a tenor, a baritone and a bass. and
two females: a soprano and an alto:·
Monta said.
"Man of La Mancha" is to be the
grand opening production in the new
University Theater. The Theater was
originally scheduled to open last
spring, but due to construction delays
it has been postponed until March.
Since the play was to open last
spring, many of the roles have already been cast and most of the ori-

ginal cast members will keep their
roles . However. s..:veral others have
either moved or made other commitments. so their parts arc a\'ailablc .
The lead role of Don Quixote will
be played by a professional actor.
David Holliday. who will be completing an engagement with the Burt
Reynolds Dinner Theater in Florida
just in time for rehearsals which
begin on Jan. 19.
The opening of "Man of La Mancha.. on March 8 will be accompanied by a number of other festivities including a cocktail party
before the performance for -patrons
of the University Theater and a
special dinner afterwards hosted by
Vincent Sardi. the famous New York
restauranteur. The cast members will
be invited to the dinner.
To make an appointment to audition, contact Monta at 381-3581

Dance group tickets on sale
jSilld e ia8

nox
·iq8p a1,noi

The Erick Hawkins Dance Company

Wide range
of recruiters
visit campus

The Folkloric Dancers and Concert Dance Ensemble are offering
season tickets for their four dance
concerts.
The season will include Christmas
Dance Concerts at 8 p.m. Saturday,
Bee. 14. and 2:30 p.m. Sunday, Dec.
15; Festival Dances of Mexico at 8
p.m. Saturday, Feb. 15, and 2:30
p.m. Sunday, Feb. 16; Concert
Dance Ensemble Spring Dance Concert at 8 p.m. Saturday, March I, and
2:30 p.m. Saunday, March 2; ;and
Folkloric Dancers Spanish Dance
Concert at 8 p.m. Saturday, April 19,

and 2:30 p.m. Sunday, April 20.
The season tickets will be available
from Nov. 15 to Dec. 15 and will cost
$12. a saving of $8 over the regular
adult ticket price .
All performances will pc held in
the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Tickets will be available at the
Edinburg, Pharr. and Weslaco
Chambers uf Commerce and the
department of health. physical education, recreation, and dance office
Room 119 of the Physical Education
Complex.

A variety of businesses, government agencies, school districts and
corporations are recruiting college
The South Texas Family Planning sion from 7 to 8 p.m.
graduates with the help of the univerand Health Corporation will hold a
The purpose of the workshop is to
sity's Placement, Testing, and Coopfree bilingual, English and Spanish educate the public on the latest
erative Education Office.
workshop on the Billings Ovulation developments in the Billings Method.
Derly Guajardo, director of the
Method of natural family planning on which can help couples determine
Placement office reported that 20
Nov. 19 at the Fresno Center in when they are fertile and infertile.
employers are scheduled to interview
McAllen.
For more information contact
in November and five in December.
Two sessions will be held. one Gayla Brown in McAllen at 687-9655
Among those interviewers are eight
from I to 4 p.m. and an evening ses- or 682-0369.
state wide school districts.
Corporations are provided with
lists of student who are registered
with their educational and work
backgrounds so that they can contact
student informing them of positions
they have available.
"Preparation for job placement
after graduation should be started
I
about a year and a half before," stated
Guajardo.
PAN AM CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will hold Bible study from 7
He recommends that a student in
p.m .-8:30 p.m. in the Men's Dorms third floor lobby.
his second semester of his junior year
open a job placement file with the
PAN AM CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will hold a prayer meeting durPlacement Office. The file primariing Activity Period at the Chapel.
ly consists of a resume, letters of
reference, and a placement office apPHI KAPPA THETA will have a hot dog sale from 10 a.m.- 1 p.m.
plication. After the file is completed
north of the UC Circle.
the student can start going on interviews in his last year of school.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will show a movie from 7 p.m.- 9 p.m.
Some projects scheduled by the
at the LAC Media Theater.
placement office are speakers who
inform students of certain topics that
UNITED METHODIST CAMPUS MINISTRY will hold an informal Bideal with job placement, seminars,
ble study during Activity Period in UC 305.
intern program recruitment, and
graduate school recruitment.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION will have a bake sale
According to Guajardo students
from
8 a.m.- 3:30 p.m. in front of the LAC.
are given a chance to enhance their
academic skills by being placed in a
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY will present a lecture on "What
job related to their field of study
Catholic's
Believe" from 7 p.m. • 9 p.m.
through the Placement office's '
Cooperative Education program .
KAPPA DELTA PLEDGES will have a bake sale during Activity Period
He also said that there are a lot
in front of the LAC.
of jobs available across the country,
but the number of them varies with
RODEO CWB AND LADIES OF CAMELOT will hold a fajita taco and
the flow of the economy.
coke sale from 7:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. at the UC Circle.
For further information please
contact the Placement, Testing and
Cooperative Office at (512 381- 2243
or. go by the office in the SS 147.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have a $1 sandwich lunch and

Family planning seminar offered

W hat, Where,
and When

THU

Two friends
raised under
one root

Bryon saw t~e
future coming.

Mark never knew
what hit him.

PARAMOONT PICTURES PRESENTS
AlAN BELKIN PRODUCTION
AMEDIA VENTURES. INC :~&IN FILM EMlllO ESTEVEZ

ACHRIS0~: CRAIG SHEFFER KIM DHANEY
MUSIC SCORE BY KEITH OLSEN AND BILL CUOMO

:~;~~~~ ~

:~~i

THAT WAS THEN THIS lt~l~NC~:BA:~x~~OUCERS AlAN BEL~~~~i
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOG:~ JT~:NOVEL BY sEHINTON PRODUCED
.R.Y_
'.;~m;;;.r~:-.:.::t• •
SCREENPlAY BY EMILIO tSTEVEZ D~E~TED BY CHRISTOPHER CA!N !:.!~:;~;SEIIVED '" ''
RECoRDsANo CASS£TTES

~0~f

COPYRIGHT ' !!Ii! 81 !lflAMIX/NT PICTUll!S COR

MOTION ~(TUR! sooio1RACK 11/AIIABlf ON

!Rm

STARTS FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8TH
AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

FRI

COMMUNICATIONS GAP NETS
TUITION REFUND
The University of Pittsburgh awared
$88 refunds to nine students who claimed they shouldn't have to pay for a math
class taught by two foreign-born grad
students with thick accents.
The accents. they said. made it impossible to understand what was being
taught.

Evangelism training from 11:45 a.m. - 12:30 p.m .

SUN
PAN AM CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will hold worship services from
10:30 a.m. • 11:30 a.m. at the Chapel.
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD presents Eric Hawkins Dance
Company from 8 p.m. - 10 p.m. at the Fine Arts Auditorium. For ticket
ihfom1atioh call 381 -2260.
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New recruitment director hired

Nu wave music
rocking 'Apple'
Student!. here now have the chance
to hear the lateM in nu wave dance
mu!.ic when the University Program
Board, Student Publications and the
Big Apple of McAllen join forces to
bring the European Invasion to the
Valley every Tuesday night.
For just SI, students with an I. D.
can hear and dance to Alphaville,
The Smiths, ABC, Lime, Dead or
Alive or the more familiar A-Ba ,
Tears for Fears and "Frankie". Also,
a PAU r. D. is good for $1 drinks all
night .
For those students looking for a
challenge there's the "Lick'em.
Shoot'cm, Bite'cm" contest. Every
Tuesday night five contestants will
compete to sec who can lick'em,
shoot'cm. bitc'em and eat'em faster
;han anyone else. The lick'em,
shoot'em, bitc'em and eat'em champion will win a cash prize.

\'cw recruitment anJ orientation
director has made a transition from
the McAllen Sl·hnol District to a
uni,ersit~ position.
Ruben Vela. a v'allcyitc \\ ho tonk
rn·er the position after Rick Mai,·ille

To get into the _spirit of the nu wave
music, UPB and Student Publications members suggest students dress
in the nu wave fash ion ; baggy pants
with big loose shirts and plenty of
big. chunky jewelry.
This new breed of dance music
that sounds like high tech disco is the
latest sensation at nightclubs across
the state. At clubs in Dallas, Austin
and San Antonio, a person doesn't
even wait to be asked to dance.
"If you like a song, you just get out
on the floor and dance, you don't
need a dance partner at all," said one
Student Publications member. "It's
neat , there's more freedom to this
type of music than has never been
seen before. We hope that eventually, the hottest night at the Apple will
be Tuesday nights where students can
have fun by getting high on the music
and nothing else."

STARLITE BURGER
Chicken-Fish-Shrimp Plate
Phone 383-8111

1106 EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG TX 78539

English offers
creative writing

r

· A Creative Writing course, English 4322. is being offered by the
English department for the spring
semester. The course offers workshop practice in the writing of poetry,
short stories. imaginative essays. and
other creative forms.
The instructor for the course will
-be Seth Wade. whose poems and other writings appear regularly in
literary magazines throughout the
country.
The class is open to any student.
regardless of his or her major, who
w.ints to do imaginative writing. The
prerequisite for the course is twelve
~'hours of English or permission of the
instructor. To obtain permission.
'students who have not completed
twelve hours of English should take
'samples of their writing to Wade in
• CAS 230.
Students in the course are enc,)uragcd to submit their best work
:for publication in magazines. and are
advised how and where to send their
writing. Over the years. many of
"Wade·s students have been published.

"Having ETS run this ERIC Clearing house is like having a fox guard
the chicken coop," Weiss siad.
FairTest will cooordinate the efforts of about 700 researchers independent of test designing firms
who frequently have been critical of
fairness of standardized tests.
"We wish to extend the public
debate-on the legitimacy of many of
these tests." Weiss said.

E:Bu
(Photo by Samuel Castillo)

Where's Dorothy and Toto? .. .Asks Rigo Rodriguez, a freshman from
Alamo who dressed as the Scarecrow for the Annual Fright Night sponsored by the Kappa Slgs and American Humanics Halloween night.

Homecoming plans
already in motion
November 20 - 23 will mark annual homecoming events with an array of activities for students to participate in.
Nov. 20 and 21 will be election day
for students to choose a 1985-86
Homecoming Bronc Queen. Election
polls will be set up in front of the
library, Liberal Arts Bu:lding and
University Center for students to turn
in their ballots.
Thursday, Nov. 21 University Program Board will be sponsoring the
annual Bronc-Olympics eventsdurtng
Activity Period.
Later in the evening, students
are also ecouraged to attend a peprally at 6 p.m. located north of the
men's dorms immediately followed
by a hon-fire at 6:30, sponsored by
the Pan American cheerleaders, League of United Student Organiiations and Intercollegiate Ktlights.
Friday several events will take
place starting with Alumni Association sponsoring the former Letterman group "Reunion" at the
McAllen Civic Center at 8 p.m. The
opeing act for Reunion will be Pan
American's Jazz Ensemble and
Folkloric Dancers. Also during this
time UPB, and the Student Associa-

• Abo1nioN

AU.

• PHGNANcy TrniNG
SERvicn
• BiRTh CONntol SERViCES
STRicTly
• P11oblo1 PREGNANCY Co11fllsdiNG CoNfiduwTiAI

FORMERLY TRiASURE l:f/llS WOMENS CENTER

42 8•62 42

SUITE 35

• LOCATIONS IH AUSTIN, COAl'US, El MSO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALU •

When your GRADES are not what you expect,
consider your eyecare Professionals.

WHITE FLOUI

PATOS

It

Try 'Em
You'll Love 'Em!

VISIT

November Special

Dr. Ralph H. Jackson

Big Mexican Plate
Beef Guisada. Spanish
Rice. Ranchero Beans
Salad and 2 Tortillas

Optometrist

$2.29

\

For faster service call
in an order 383-0725
Across from Pan Am

Eat at El Pato
VALLEYWIDE
5 locations • McAllen.
Mission , Harlingen.
Brownsville and Weslaco

Call for Appt.
687-7238
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Fairfest also will seek to extend

In other concerns, Weiss said,
FairTest challenges tbe wisdom _Qf
letting ETS, the largest writer of sta,t- •
dardized tests in the country, run the
federal Education Resources Information Center on Tests, Measurement and Evaluation (ERIC/TIME
Clearinghouse).

OWNER
HORACIO CANJ\LES

~ . ,,
r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...,..,......,......,1

the "Golden Rule" procedure to

m..

li

with regular order
with this coupon

scored exams and challenge inaccurate answers or poorly written
questions, Weiss said .

employment exams required in more
than 80 occupation, and for acjmission to more than 3,(X)() colleges and
professional schools and graduation
from high schools in 30 states, Weiss
said.
Currently, "Golden Rule," which
requires replacing discriminatory
questions with less biased items of
equal difficulty, is required only in
a few state e"1ployment exams.
The "Golden Ruic" guideline
originated from a lawsuit by the
Golden Rule Insurance Co. of
Lawrenceville,
which charged
the Illinois Insurance Agent Licensing Exam, designed by the Educational Testing Service of Princeton,
N. J., was racially biased and not
job-related.

~1
-yt ~

FREE 12oz. Drink

Faifrest defending
·exam takers ·
By Jim Schwartz
College Press Service
A new organization plans to defend
the rights of millions of Americans
who take standardized exams
annually.
"We will be a clearinghouse for
students, parents, schools, legislators
and civil rights groups who seek an
independent source of information on
i;tandardized tests. People have
always questioned the tests in the
<lark," said John Weiss, executive
director of the National Center for
Fair and Open Testing. creators of
the FairTcst project.
"Every year the educational and
career opponunities--and self perccptions--of over 10 mil!ion-Amcricans arc forever altered by standardized exams. Most of these standardized multiple-choice tests arc
culturally biased and poorly designed," Weiss said.
The Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT), perhaps the best known and
i-nost widely administered standardized test, has come under heavy
scr,utiny in the past 10 years with
Jlllcgations the exam is biased on
:-social economic lines.
:, Fairfcst w.ints to expand such
: scrutiny o all standardized tests
; under the "Truth-in-Testing" pro~ gmm which allows test-takers an op· portunity to review copies of their

qun. has a BA in Sociolog~ from the
\\'illiam Care~ Clillcgc in '.\lississirpi and attained his masters in l'0lllmunil·atilin fro111 the L'ni,·cr,it~ of
:\'llt'thcrn Cohiradli.

8165 South Main
McAllen

tion will be sponsoring a video dance
to be held at the Ballroom from 8 to
midnight where a homecoming candidate will be recognized and crowned for the 1985-85 Miss Pan
American title.
The main event is the men and
women's homecoming basketball
games on Nov. 23 at the Pan
American Fieldhouse. The women's
basketball team will compete against
Abilene Christian University at 5
p.m . with men's basketball following
at 7 p.m . against Texas Lutheran.
The Homecoming Bronc Queen will
be announced during halftime ·

·

nitarian- U n:iversalis t *
Fellowship Of Hidalgo County
Invites PAU Students, especially the Dorm ,
Apartment, and other week-end Edinburgbound people to share our
Lively, Stimulating, and Controversial
Programs and Unusual Services
ON Sundays, 10:30 - 12 NOON

At Campus Ministry Building, 1615 W. Kuhn, across
Sugar Road from Campus, one block west.

WATCH THE PAPERS FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OF FIRST CLASS
SPEAKERS AND OUR TIMELY
TOPICS
Persons of All Faiths, Agnostics, and
Atheists are Welcome. The Faith of. W1ll1am Ellery Channing (1780-1842) and ot Five US
Presidents . including John Qu incy Adams and Thomas Jefferson
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Happy Hour - Mon.-Fri. 4:30 to 7:00

631-4561

IATINEES
EVERY DAI
11/08/85 Can't Get Enough
11/14/85 Working It Out
11/15·21/85 Hot Stuff
Feels Like Silk
11/22-28/85 Hot Blooded
Sex Play
11/29-12/5/85 Good Girls, Bad Girls
lrrestible
12/8-12/85 Wet Dreams
Playing With Fire
12/13-19/85 Surrender In Paradise
Bodies In Heat
12/20-26/85 Some Kind Of Woman
Doing It
12/27-1/2/86 Coming Of Angels II
Taking It To The Max

The Broncs will be playing an exhibition game against the Fort Hood
Tankers tonight at 7:30 in the
fieldhouse . Admission is free for
students. faculty and staff and season
ticket holders. Admission is S2 for
everyone else.
Coach Lon Kruger added this exhibition to the Broncs· schedule to
prepare them for their 28-game
season which begins with Homecoming on Nov. 23.
"We're excited about kicking off

Soccer

You've tried the rest ... Now try the best!
1005 Nolana Loop

Cagers play game tonight.

Sports
Digest

Restaurant&. Lounge
Pea turing Live fazz
Entertainment

The Bronc soccer team face, the Trinit\'
Tigers-it, biggest rival- in the final game ,;f
the season this Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Soccer Field. Admission is free.
Today. the Bronc, "'ill be on the road to
Texa, Lutheran after a match with Trinity in
San Antonio.
St. Mary\ Rattler, forfeited to the Broncs
in laM Saturday\ game which was to be played
here.
P..in Am owns a 6-2-2 record with three
game, remaining.

Games deadline Nov. 15

lntramurals

Deadline for all campus organization entries participating in the
Bronc-o-lympics is Nov. 15. The
olympics will be held on Thursday.
Nov. 21 in front of the science
building circle during acivity period.

Cu-ed volleyball team .. Clas, Act .. takes on
the winner from the Tuesday night games. the
Ace, vs. Independents for the championship.
The Bowling tournament get\ undernay this
month. and all persons intere,ted in Badminton mixed doubles. sign up is today dur_ing Activity Period in the Gym.
Congratulations Dorm Crew-Flag Football
Champs'
Kappa Sigma fratenity is the new football
champ after defeating Phi Kappa Theta 6-0 and
Phi Sigma Kappa 14-6.

Rated
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BEST SELECTION
IN

VHS & BETA

(SALES & RENTALS)

160 TITLES & MORE TO COME!!
THE BEST IN -ESSEX- VIDEO CLASSICS - 4-PLAY
- AMERICAN ADULT VIDEOS - SWEDISH EROTICA

. Anthony White
(Photo h~ Janie Cantu)
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In the quarterfinals, Silenzi beat
M. Laguna 6-2, 7-6. Silenzi went up
against F. Mura in the finals of the
tournament and defeated her 6-4.
6-2.
"I was pleased to see our women's
team advance to the finals in both
singles and doubles." Coach Bryce
Young said. "With a good series of
competition in November, we hope
to be very competitive in our first
year of competition."
In doubles, Rosie de la Fuente and
Cassie Goodell placed second, losing to F. Murra and L. de Acosta inthree sets 6-3, 4-6, 6-4.
In Men's singles, Bob Bell placed
third, beating Rafael Delgado from
Texas A&M 6-3, 6-4.
In the first round, Bell beat M.
1
Acosta 6-1, 7-5 then went on and advanced on a default by his opponent,
E. Mesta.
Bell defeated R. Amador 5-7, 6-1,
6-4 to advance to the semi-finals .
Wess Lincoln lost to the number
one seed, J. Gonzales 6-1, 6-0 in the
first round.
Kevin Smith defeated M. Acosta
iJJ,threesets 6-0, 3-6, 6-4 before los-

Monica Silenzi won the singles
championship last weekend in the
11th Annual Club Campestre Tennis
Tournament held in Torreon, Mexico.
Silenzi defeated L. de Acosta 6-2,
6-3 to advance into the next round to
beat E. Favela 6-0, 6-1.
"I thought I would do well, but I
didn't think I would get this far,"
Silenzi said.
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A minimum of seven ieams must
registered in order to conduct the
games however, the competition is
limited to the first 10 teams
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ing to A. Moreno in the third round
in three sets 6-4. 2-6. 6-0.
Ramiro Cuellar lost in the first
round to Jorge Hamdan 6-2. 6-4.
In the first round. Eddie Rodriguez
advanced on a default by his opponent, J. Aranda. Rodriguez then went
up against the number two seed. A.
Ruiz and defeated him in three sets
4-6, 7-6, 6-2.
Rodriguez lost to R. Delgado in
three sets 7-6, 5-2, 6-1.
Udo Graf was defeated in the first
round by L. Estrada 6-3, 6-4.
Roilan Fuller beat J. Aranda 6-3.
6-1 and lost to R. Delgado 7-5. 7-6
in the second round.
Danny Espinosa advanced on a
default by his opponent. A. Ochoa
and lost to teammate Tony Fink 6-4.
6-1.
In the first round Tony Fink
defeated R. Soto 6-2, 6-3 then beat
Espinosa and advanced to play Francisco Hamdan, his doubles partner
last year. Hamdan defeated Fink 7-5,
7-5.
"It was a very close match ... it '
could have gone either way," Fink

......._.................,.....,..._..........._....__..........__......... ___...._..._..,

DISCOUNT HAIR CENTE~i
1021 E. UNIVERSITY

i
i
i

383-9472

PERM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13.00
STYLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.00
LAYER CUT . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00
REGULAR HAIR CUT .. $3.00
WINGS ............... $2.00
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Delivery
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Lifetime
Warranty
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Classified Ads•·,.
For Rent
1'.EAR PAL--Spaciou, 2 hdrm
1/2
hath. furnished Townhou,c: All kitd1cn
appliances. l'arpctcd. Washer dryer
connections. wvcreJ parking: 383-038()
or 687-1570.

Adoption

Lost and Found

7. Ask us for

Yellow Honors Project Pockct-foklcr
lost on October 27 in the LRC Microforms Rcxiom. third floor. Hours of
research and important data arc inside. If found. please take it to Lmt ·
and Found in the LRC or. preferably.
call 682-6581 and ask liir Dchhic. •

full details
Bring this ad
to our store

Porter's Jewelry

Miller Brewing Co., Milw., WI

M:

share their home and love. All legal
and hospital expenses paid. 787-7435
after 7 p.m. or all day on weekends.
Ask for Kim.

in Free Options on your
Gold Lance Class Ring
Gold Lance . ~ Free Graduation
Class Rings , ~_ \ Key Chain
2-4

The doubles team of Cuellar ant.I
Rodriguez beat A. Diaz an<l
Acosta and lost to E. Amador and B?
Gonzalez.
The tennis teams will play in a
round robin format for open positions against Trinity University this
month.

Couple wants to adopt new horn to

SAVE UP T0$69

te...

6-3.

I

i
i
i
~(,

said. ..Unfortunately he came up!
with the winners at the right time~:·
The doubles team of Bell and
Smith won second place in the tournament. Seeded first in the tournament. Bell and Smith lost to hmthcrs
Francisco and Jorge Hamt.lan in the
finals 4-6. 6-3. 6-2.
Bell and Smith ha<l a hye in the
first round then defeated R. Amadoi
and M. Hamt.lan 6-3. 6-3.
;
Bell and Smith played teammate~
Fink and Graf in three rounds and
came out winners 4-6. 7-6. 7-.5.
Fink and Graf dctcated Delgado·
an<l Mesta 6-4. 6-4 ant.I then advanc~•
ed after a t.lefault by Pena anJ
Estrada.
•
Fink and Graf came in third after
losing to Bell and Smith.
Lincoln and Fuller lost in the first
round against Ruiz and Moreno 6-4.

·i

L__________:.~-,;::_~~r:::::::::~~~--~:.______t

Le

registeret.l. All entry l~cs per tean1
member arc S2 .50 ant.I must he turnet.l in with entry form at the U.C.'
Room 205.
All teams should wear shorts or
jeans. t-shirts. tennis shoes and sod,s
or their club shirt ready to begin al
exactly 10:35 a.m. due to the limitet.l ,
time allowed for each game.
The rock bant.l .. The Shoe·· will be
performing throughout the C\'Cnt.

Netter wins si~gles championship in Torreon

!lh lktr L'utiflu,U.
,.._.~.,..rl'.l""'ll'l'oM_.,,.,.....,.........
•·

'•-:-;•

our 198.5-86 ha!-.kethall \e.i!'.on ...
alkr just three wed,!-. of pra~·ti1:e
wc·rc not really rcat.ly for a hallgamc.
hut. I think this cxhihiition game will
highlight those areas in which wc·rl'
t.lcfa:icm:· Kruger sait.l.
This game looks to be a tough one
for the Brnncs. the Tankers linishcJ
last season with a 3.5-5 rc~·ord . Ft.
Hood\ front line measures six-fi)lltnine-inchcs. and six-foot-cightinch.::s. Half the 12-man roster earned all-Army honors last season .

Clip this ad & bring to our store by Dec. 31, 1985 10 qualify.

Funds
Up
$25.000 interest free while in schoo\.
IO year pay back after graduation. Call
for Erasmo or Landy 686-2037.

Student Loans Available Now ··

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!

to

Business Opportunity
SIO-S360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circular~!

TEACH IN BEAUTIFUL BROWNSVILLE
-On The Border-By The Sea-

No quotas! Sincerely interested rush sell~
addrc,scd envelope: Succe,s. P. 0. B,i,
-HO CEG. Woochtm:k. IL. 60098. .

Housing

The BROWNSVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
anticipates teacher openings in the following areas:

---------

SECONDARY
English
Science

ELEMENTARY
Bilingual (Spanish)
Special Education

*

*

*

Salary Range:
B.S. - $19,000 - $28,780

*

*

*

STUDENTS FROM MEXICO rooms
for rent near university. 705 W. Samano
383-2227.

Autos For Sale
1" it true you 1:an buy Jcc;p, ti,r (,➔➔

Math
Special Education

through the U.S. government'! Cict lhl·
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8033-A.

Employment

***********************************

:'\eed SO salepeoplc part-time or fulltime. If you meet the fi>llowing niteria
hurry and apply. Work available
year-round.
• Must be pr~scntablc and ahlc to
communicate with ,ill cla"es of people.
• Must have some (minimal)
knowledge of math. For more information call Mon. - Fri. between 10 a.m. and
4 p.m . ask for Dec. 630-ITTOJ
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT JOBS.
$16.040 - $59.230/yr. Now Hiring. Nationwide. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. R-9000
for current list.

Here are just some of the benefits you can look forward to:
~

(Pro-rated)

M.A. - $19,000 - $31,066
$1,000 Bonus for Special Education
Teachers (Pro-rated)
$500 - $1,000 Bonus for Bilingually
Certified Teachers (Pro-rated)
Perfect Attendance Bonus

~

Up to 60 days accumulated sick
leave - 20 days reimbursed upon
official retirement
Free Group - Health Insurance
Free Professional Liability
lnsurance
'Old Mexico' across the
border within walking distance

~
~

~

~

$15,000 Life Insurance
$30,000 Accidental Death
Sick leave: 5 days state 5 days local
$48 million worth of building improvements and expansion underway
Tropical climate - beach and resort
areas only minutes away

Mr. Carlos Gregory will be at the Pan American University Campus on
November 14, 1985
For more information call Mr. Oscar Barbour, Asst. Supt.
for Personnel, 1050 East Madison, Brownsville, TX 78520
(512) 546-3101, Ext. 255
The Brownsville Independent School District is an Affirmative Action,
Equal Opportunity Employer, _M/F/H. Dr. Ronald Schraer, 504 Coordinator.

I

Classified rate is $2 for the first 10
words and . 10 per word thereafter.
There is a 10 word minimum . Dead- •
line is Friday Noon prior to publication on Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The P-an American. Emilia Hall 100. Classified ads
must be paid in advance.
For display advertising r.ites call
381-.2545 or 381-2541.
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Sports---------------------------

Golfers schedule last minute
tournament in Louisiana
By Elizandro Garza
Sport!-. Writer
In what was to be an off weekend
due to the change of date in their next
!-ichcdulcd tournament, the golf team
in!'>tead finds itself traveling to
Shreveport, La . to compete against
15 other NCAA Division I schools
in the Hal Sutton Invitational this
weekend.
The tournament is sponsored by
Centenary College and is named in
honor of 1982 PGA Rookie of the
Year Hall Sutton, who played his collegiate golf for Centenary College.
Sutton won the 1983 PGA Championship in his second year on tour
and for the past four years has been
a top money winner on the PGA
Tour.
After discovering the open date on
the schedule due to the rescheduling

playoff. Mike Brisky took second
place medalist honors. while Lars
Tamen and Marje Bertil also placed
in the top ten.
About the St. Mary's tournament.
Coach Guerrero said, " We didn"t
really play up to our potential. It
rained, we were nervous, but we still
did very well. Anytime you finish in
the top three in team honors. it's an
accomplishment."
As they prepare for the Sutton Invitational, the players also find
themselves, along with four other
members of the traveling squad. qualifying for the rescheduled Trinity Invitational, to be held Nov. 18 and 19
in San Antonio.
With such a hectic schedule suddenly thrust upon them, the linksters
are no doubt looking forward to the
brief respite offered by the upcoming Thanksgiving holdiays.

of this week's Trinity Invitational ,
Coach Tony Guererro is ecstatic
about competing in the Sutton Invitational .
"I am sending my most consistent ·
and experienced players to the tournament .and we should do extremely
well. I am very excited," he said.
Representing the Broncs in their
second major tournament of the year
will be Rod Kereliuk, Lars Tamen,
Marten Olsson, Marje Berti!, and
Michael Briskey. Between them they
share well over ten years experience
of competing in collegiate tournaments.
Three weeks ago the Broncs made
a strong showing at the rain-drenched
St. Mary's Invitational in San Antonio, finishing second after tying
Mary Harden Baylor for first place,
then losing on a fifth-man scorecard

Bell aims for NCAA ranking
By Eloy Saenz
Sports Writer

Bell's goal for the season is to be
seeded number one in both singles
and doubles.
Bell, who started playing at the age
of nine, comes from Mission Hills,
Kansas.

singles and number 15th in doubles
his junior year in Bethany.

"If I work hard, I think I have a
chance to get ranked in the NCAA
in singles and/or doubles," said
senior Bob Bell.
Bell recently won third place in
single play in the 11th Annual Club
Campcstre Tennis Tournament in
Torreon, Mexico.
"My best singles win was in Torreon when I beat the number four
seed player in the tournament," Bell
said. "I didn't expect to get that high
but I was trying 100 percent and it
gave me a lot of confidence."
For the second year, Bell has teamed up with senior Kevin Smith in
doubles.
"After you play with your partner
for a while, you know what the other
one is thinking and it helps a lot,"
Bell said.
Seeded first in the tournament in
doubles with Smith, the team lost in·
the finals 4-6, 7-6, 7-5 to two
brothers, Francisco and Jorge Hamdan of Mexico. Last year F. Hamdan
played on Pan Am's team.
Last fall he transfered from
Bethany Jr. College in Kansas where
he was unanimously named AllConference for two years and was
number one in both singels and
doubles.
In NAIA he was seeded 20th in

Coach Bryce Young was also the
head tennis coach there at the Jr.
College.
The communications major wants
to play tennis for a couple of years
then go into Radio or TV broadcasting.

Bell played in Germany this past
summer with teammate Udo Graf.
There he got a taste of some good
competition, Bell said.
"A lot of people don't realize how
much work we put into tennis," Bell
said.
The tennis team has afternoon
practices where they run two miles
and practice for four hours or
sometimes even more.
"Coach Young has brought it
across to the faculty that the tennis
players do care about their studies/
Bell said.
After the practices, the team heads
to the library for study sessions.
Bell sees the other tennis players
and Coach Young as his best friends
on campus and has a Jut of confidence in them.
The team is getting a lot out of
their practices because of all the top
seeded players they have defeated this
semester. At the Club Campestre,
Eddie Rodriguez beat the number
two seed in the tournament.
"I think we have a good nucleus
right now and by the spring we
should have a real competitive team,"
Bell said.

Bob Bell
After graduation in May, Bell
plans to play this summer in some
tennis circuits in the U.S.
"It's easier to give what you got in
your senior year," Bell said. "You
want to make it your best year."

Erickson takes second at UTSA

Runners prepare for NCAA finale
B~· VMen Benbow
and Marten Westberg
Braving cold and windy conditions
Friday. the men's and women·s crosscountry teams took a narrow dual
meet loss to UTSA in San Antonio.
The teams now take two weeks off
to prepare for their finale at the
. NCAA District VI Championships in
Georgetown Nov. 17.

Richard Yrecheta was ninth in
31 :59.9. Fortino Gonzalez 11th in
32 :15.6. Joe Rodriguez 12th in 32 :17.7.
Robert Barron 13th in 32 :43.7 and
Ramon Garza 15th in 33 :36.5.
Nancy Mireles ran to a fourthplace finish in-17:25.6. Toya Castillo
eighth in 17:55. 9. Norma Salazar
ninth in 18:05.9. Veronica Guerra
10th in 18 :26.8. Debra de los Santos
13th in 19:04.2. Letha Selby 15th in

Doug Erickson ran to a secondplace finish in 30:44.9. one-half
minute under the old course record.
Marten Westberg was third in
31 :04.6. Lalo Pereida held on to
fourth in 31:07.8 after a tough duel
with a UTSA runner at the finish
line.

"UTSA knew this. and that is why
they all went out so fast. That w,ts
a really smart tactic and they had us
fi.)r a sucker on this one:·

HENRY'S
OPEN AT 7 A.M.
Breakfast served all day.
all kinds of Taquitos _

"I just let him take the wind,"
Pereida said . "I didn't really kick. I
just switched pace in the end."

......-.I

1522 W. UNIVER'-ITY

383-4019
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THE CHALLENGE OF NURSING
THE EXCITEMENT OF ARMY

THE EXCITING CHALLENGE
OF ARMY NURSING
I

I

5~·' /1
1

Like Susan Haidle, you
can experience a fulfill'tudership Training! That's what my Army ROTC cadet
assistance in the form
days contributed most towa,d developing the profes·
ing career, together with
of
scholarships. Additionsionalism and mnfidenCI! I need as a Clinical Nurse."
the exciting challenges and
ally,
when
you enroll in the
2nd LT Susan Haldle
travel opportunities of an officer
hwin Army Hospital
Army
ROTC
advanced proFort A1!ey, Kotnsas
in the Army Nursing Corps.
gram, you're paid approximately
And, it can all begin when you become a
$2,500 while you're still in college.
member of the Army ROTC program. That, in
That will help too. The real reward, though,
itself, is pretty exciting. What benefits can Arcomes later, after graduation, when you enter
my ROTC have for you, the Nursing student?
the field of nursing as part of the exciting proWell, in addition to being a unique course on
fessionalism of the Army Nurse C6Tp's. For
campus, young women and men who are acmore information, stop by and see Captain
tively pursuing a nursing education have the
Livas at Dept. of Military Science, Southwick
opportunity through Army ROTC, of gaining
Hall, Pan American University, 381-3600.
financial

I
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pRESENTS:

SoAp OpERA STAR

''JACK

WAGNER''
In Concert

SuNdAy Nov. 17Tlt

AT VillA REAL
CoNVENTioN CENTER
....

"This course has a lot of sharp
turns in the forest where. if you hm·e
a gap between you. you lose sight of
the people ahead of you and you ti:cl
alone:· explained Coach Reid Harter.

Large Cheese Burger, Fries, Large Coke $2. 75
SPECIAL FOR P.A.U students and staff

ON STAGE PRoducTioNs

-.

19:-47.3 and Susanna lharra 16th in
19:57.6.

SiNGiNG his #1 hiT
,~LL I NEED''
DoN'T MISS iT!
LiMiTEd SEATiNG
TickET LocATioNs:
SouNd CENTERS:
El CENTRO & LA PLAZA MAlls
MElltART Music: BROWNsville, HARliNGEN, McALLEN
ARV Music:

Listen To KRGV For Details On
How to Win Back Stage Passes.
1

'-
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Security arrests student for disorderly conduct
A heated argument over a
wheel-lock placed on the car
of a student resulted in that
student's arrest by a Traffic
and Security officer for
disorderly conduct.
Jueli Palmer, a 21-yearold Junior, was arrested last
Thursday by Investigator
Willie Rocha and placed on
a $60 bond according to the
Edinburg Police Department blotter.

Rocha, however, would
not comment on the arrest
to "The Pan American"
because the information was
confidential, he said.
"Those are the orders,"
he said. "We have been told
not to give out information
on it."
But Palmer told "The Pan
American" she was arrested after she banged on a
table and yelled at the
officer.

Palmer said she became
angry because she felt she
couldn't make the officer
understand
the
circumstances regarding
her parking permit.
Last month, Palmer
bought a new car and to
date she has not received
her new license plates. She
was given a temporary
permit that expired on
October 31. Her car, parked
near the Art Annex in a

student parking space, was
"booted" November 7.
Palmer said she had been
under the impression that
the temporary permit was
good until her permanent
license plates arrived.
Bruce Erickson, public
information director, said
Palmer's car was "booted"
because she had five outstanding tickets. He said
there was no permit on the
car and no license plates.

Palmer said that during
the argument with Rocha,
she yelled, "Look, can't you
get it through your fat head,
my license plates aren't in
yet."
She said she was immediately arrested by Rocha and
taken to the Edinburg
Police Department where
she was booked and, after
pleading guilty, released on
bond.
Palmer also said that

when she asked if he was
going to read her her rights,
Rocha responded that
Palmer had no rights.
As of press time, Erickson
could not confirm whether
PalIJler's rights were read
or not.
He did say Palmer had
been warned she would be
arrested if she did not calm
down and stop cussing. He
described Palmer as upset
and abusive.

11 vie for Bronc Queen/Miss PAU titles
Voting begins
Wednesday

Nonna de la Gana
Tri-Beta

. ..

Dora Canales

t·

or-

Gloria Tijerina

Independent

Pre-Med / Bio-Med

Blanca Gutiel'l'e'l
DPMA

Juanita Montalvo
TSNA

,·-'

•. d~

'

Dendea Lamea Small

Erica Sanchez

Ladies of Camelot

Alpha Phi Omega

Eleven candidates will vie for the
combined title of Bronc Homecoming Queen/Miss Pan American during elections beginoing Wednesday.
Polls will be at the University
Center, the Liberal Arts Building and
the Learning Resource Center Wednesday and next Thursday.

First on the ballot is Norma de la
Garza of Edinburg. She is sponsored

by Tri-Beta and is also a member of
Pre-Med/Bio-Med and a Kappa Delta pledge.
"If feel I can represent the university and its ideals," de la Garza said.
"That is, PAU gives an educational
opportunity to the people of the Rio
Announcement of the winner of Grande Valley."
this year's contest will -be at the
Second on the Ballot is Dora
Homecoming dance Friday, Nov. 22
Canales of McAllen. An indepenin the Ballroom. There the winner
dent candidate, she is a member of
will also be crowned Miss Pim
the President's Leadership Program
American.
and on the Forum of Internation
On Nov. 23 the winner will be
Business Organizational Committee.
crowned Bronc Homecoming Queen.
"Representing and being in the
during ceremonies during halftime of
forefront of my community has been
the basketball game.
my desire and dream," Canales said.
"My sensitivity to the surroundings
This years homecoming queen is
and my ability to relate to my peers
serving a dual role as queen and Miss
would enable me to represent my
Pan American until a new Miss Pan
fellow students with confidence and
American can be selected in April.
sincerity."
The Miss Pan American pageant
Third on the ballot is Gloria Tiwas cancelled last year because of a
jerina of McAllen. Sponsored by
lack of contestants.

RHA

ISA

Pre-Med/Bio-Med, Tijerina is also a
"I· feel I am capable of represenmember of the American Chemical
ting PAU as Bronco Queen," MonSociety.
talvo said. "I enjoy meeting new pe"During my three-and-a-half years
ple and facing new challenges that
at PAU, I have been involved in dif- . life holds."
Sixth on the ballot is Dendea
ferent clubs that have given me the
Lamea Small of Mission. She is
experiences that I feel necessary to
sponsored by the Ladies of Camelot
run for Bronco Queen," Tijerina
and is Duchess of Star Ruby Grapesaid. ". . . I am proud of PAU and
fruit and a state finalist in the Ms.
I would like to represent it."
Texas Teen Pageant.
Fourth on the ballot is Blanca
Gutierrez of Pharr. She is sponsored
"I enjoy helping people and I am
concerned with the activities in my
by DPMA and is also in the Honors
community," Small said. "I feel it is
Program.
necessary to be involved socially as
"I believe I am qualified to run for
well as academically in college ...
the position of Bronco Queen
it is important to do your best at
because of my involvement in Pan
anything you do."
American and my good academic
Seventh on the ballot is Erica Sanstanding," Gutierrez said. "I should
chez of Edinburg. She is a member
like to represent PAU because I have
of Alpha Phi Omega and the Pre-Law
an interest in becoming involved in
Society.
new activities."
"I feel that I'm very qualified for
Fifth on the ballot is Juanita
the position of Bronco Queen
Montalvo of Edinburg. She is sponbecause of my previous modeling
sored by the Texas Student Nurses
and local statewide pageant exAssociation.

Delta Zeta

perience," Sanchez said. "I am
seekig the position because I enjoy
the univeristy and will be very proud to be able to represent it in any
social functions and personal appearances required of me."
Eighth on the ballot is Oreila
(Ory) de l.AJna of Roma. She is
sponsored by the Residence Hall
Association and is also a member of
B.E.S.O.
"Since my early teenage years I
have been very a,llf'ive in school
organizations and voluntary projects
and have enjoye/ bringing smiles to
people's faces," de Luna said. "I
want to help promote enthusiasm and
spirit to the student body and reassure them that PAU spirit is a torch
that will be lit, always."
Ninth on the ballot is Teresa
Vclldez of McAllen. She is sponsored
by the Interna(ional Students' Association.
"I feel I am .qualifed for Bronco
queen because I am a very sociable

Kappa Delta
person." Yllldez said. "I am also well
liked by my peers."
Tenth on the ballot is Veronica

Cantu of Edinburg. She is sponsored
by the Delta Zeta sorority and is also
a member of the Jazz Dancers, choir,
drama, LUSO and a cheerleader.
"I feel it is very important to be
involved with PAU," Cantu said.
"Representing this university would
be an honor, because I'm very proud of our school."

Eleventh on the ballot is Diane
Lodico of Edinburg. She is sponsored by the Kappa Delta sorority
and is also a little sister to the Phi
Sigma Kappa fraternity.

"I feel student participation and
school support needs to be encouraged at Pan American," Lodico said.
"(I) hope that my involvement will
prompt others to do the same."
A validated ID card is required to
vote in the elections.

Prioi"ity Registration underway
Departments announce advisement schedules
With Priority Registration well
underway this week, some academic
departments have set certain times,
dates, and regulations for registering.
They are, according to departments,
as follows:
Art department will post notices
upstairs in the Fine Arts Building and
Annex Nov. 18 through Dec. 3, regarding registration appointments.
For further information call 381-3480
of come by AA 105.
Chemistry will divide Pre-Med
and Pharmacy majors. Students majoring in Pre-Pharmacy need to set
up appointments with Dr. Castrillon
or Dr. Villarreal. Dr. Estrada and Dr.
Otken will advise chemistry majors.
Registration will continue through
Dece'nlber I.
Communications majors should
call and set up appointments with a
faculty member of their choice.
Criminal justice will be registering four days in the L A Auditorium. Registration for Law En- ·
forcement, Criminal Justice, and
Science majors will begin Wednesday from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Correc-

tions majors can register on Nov. 21
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Police Administration majors can register Nov.
22 from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. All students are asked to bring an unofficial
transcript to their assigned appointments.
History and philosophy will continue priority registration through
December 3. Students were mailed
card with registration information.
Students with questions can call
381-3561 for further information.
Math and computer science will
register their majors on Tuesday
from 9:30 to 11:30 and Wednesday
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. in MB 104.
No appointment is needed. If a student is unable to attend either dates
he should call 381-3452.
Physical science will continue
priority registration through
November Tl. Students were sent
cards and appointments are left up to
them. For more information call

381-3521.
Political science will conduct
priority registration Mondays and
Wednesdays from 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.

and Tuesdays and Thursdays from
10:30 to ll:30 a.m., or by special appointment with Dr. Dave Hood.
Psychology and anthropology have
put up appointment sheets on doors
of faculty members for students to
sign up.
Sociology sent out letters to students setting up appointments with
faculty. Students not receiving letters
can call 381-3321.
Business majors should sign up on
appointment sheets outside their
department office before Nov. 22.
CIS and management majors sign-up

outside BA 220. Accounting and
economics sign-up outside BA 216.
Finance, marketing, general business, and office administration signup outside BA 222. Registration will
take place Nov. 22 to Dec. 3 in BA
229, according to appointments.
Nursing will be advising students
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Students
can call and set up appointments.
All other departments are following the regular schedule and leaving
it up to the students to make appointments. Students seeking further information should call their academic
department.

Installment payments
due tomorrow
Tomorrow is the due date for payment of tuition and fees under the intallment plan. Payment can be made
·n SS 115 from 8:30 a.m. to 51 p.m.
After this date, payment can be
ade at the Payments and Collecions Office, Room 137, in the Ad-

ministration Building.
Payments for students attending the
Brownsville campus are due today at
the PAU-8 Administration Building.
The penalty fee for late payments
is $5 and withdrawal and/or reinstatement fee is $25.

We are gong to rock this dorm tonight-Stephen Ramirez, freshman from
El Paso rocks to his favorite tunes after classes at the men's residence hall.
(Photo by Samuel Ca:1illo)

A representative of the Texas Southmost College balance the federal budget soon there may not be any
student government this week requested that our stu- money at all for things like financial aid.
dent government join with them in opposing the
Congress is constantly borrowing money to pay the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings amendment. Senators will interest it owes on its loans. If spending is not curbbegin a letter writing campaign this week as a result. ed quickly the national debt will be so big that the
interest payment alone will be unapproachable.
Their actions represent a lack of research and
Another arguement against Gramm-Rudmanknowledge on the subject. If they were informed how
could they oppose an amendment which will even- Hollings is that it shifts power from the legislative
tually put our country back on sound economic branch to the executive branch. To say this only ~hows
that its critics have not read the bill or simply do not
ground?
understand it.
The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings amendment simpThe president's role in issuing the order is purely
ly sets mandatory maximum amounts for the federal
administrative. The content of the order and the prodeficit and reduces them by some $36 billion annually.
grams to be affected are spelled out in the amendThe proposal requires the president to submit budgets
ment and in reports from the Office of Management
with deficits within the statutory targets and Congress
and budget and the Congressional Budget Office that
to remain within those ceilings as it acts on measures
are mandated by the amendment.
affecting the federal budget. Most important, it creates
If anything, the amendment limits the president's
an enforcement mechanism that will automatically
power by specifying what deficit target the president
institute the budget cuts needed to achieve the
has to meet in his budget request.
prescribed targets.
It looks like there are lean years ahead, but instead
The reason student government is cc,ncerned with of fighting an amendment that will help us all in the
this bill is that it could affect federal financial aid. long run, our student government should be fighting
In fact, all students should be concerned with the to see that financial aid is going to those who truly
federal financial aid appropriations.
need it and that it is being used properly by those
What we have to face, though, is that if we don't who receive it.

Speer Attic /John Speer

Loose language
•
IS languished
There has been a lot of loose, emotionally charged verbiage floating
around this opinion page lately.
Unexplicated, words such as
democracy and freedom become
useless ambiguities employed to
elicit a favorable response to a usually weak argument. Beautiful words,
but ambiguities nonetheless. Sure,
they mean something to each individual reader. They mean
something close to our hearts. But
the substance of what is held dear
varies from heart to heart.
The mainstream press has accustomed readers and writers alike
to uncritical acceptance of undefined complexities and doublespeak
catch phrases.
All too often the press picks up administration doublespeak (i.e. freedom fighters) and puts it forth to the
people as legitimate. One-third of the
CIA is involved in newsmaking, history writing and "perception management" (brainwashing). Entire
bureaucracies have been overthrown

by the CIA. The Agency for International Deveiopment is now little
more than a subsidiary of the spook
group, and the U.S. Information
Agency is a thinly-veiled front.
Thousands of histories and · many
more thousands of new stories and
journal articles have been invented or
funded by the CIA, which would
bode well for students to scrutinize
their sources carefully.
"Find out who controls the definitions and you have a pretty good clue
who controls everthing else," Ellen
Willis said in Rolling Stone.
Doublespeak reached its apex in
this country during the war against
Vietnam when our own Ministri1of
Peace was in high gear. (I realize last
year was the year for Orwellian correlatives, but I feel cheated. I didn't
have a column last year.) During that
·war ··surgical strike" meant precision
bombing; shelling a friendly village
or troops by mistake translated to
"friendly fire;" "selective ordinance" equalled Napalm; and a

concentration camp became a "strategic hamlet."
Little has changed. Reagan must
have read Orwell. Or, perhaps
Orwell simply read the likes of
Reagan. Monday, Veterans Day,
Reagan said: "War dead were victims of a peace process that failed."
War is peace. Love is hate. Black is
white. And I have a terrific bridge in
Progresso to sell you.
I feel like Vonnegut must have
when he wrote: "This is the only
story of mine whose moral I know.
I don't think it's a marvelous moral;
I simply happen to know what it is."
My moral is for contributors and
potential contributors to this page
and, I guess, for writers in general:
Complex thoughts can be expressed
simply and clearly. Ignorance and
fallacy can be masked by undefined
terms and twisted phrases.
I have a feeling Vonnegut would
agree with that. The "user-friendly"
word processor in front of me that
devoured one hour's worth of my
work yesterday doesn't give a damn.

Kaleidoscope/Carla Moses

Compromising
situation revealed
The first time I faced my beloved
in the cold light of day after our first
night of romantic intimacy, he was
wearing a faded orange I-shirt with
flowers blooming in mass array
across his chest. The t-shirt barely
(no pun intended) covered his belly.
He completed his outfit with green
plaid walking shorts that exposed his
adorable knobby knees and red, size
12EE running shoes. Gone was my
Irish charmer in boots, jeans, and
western shirt.
He, on the other hand, had a more
rude awakening about me. To be
quite honest, the women in my family are not a pretty sight in the morning. I've known this about myself and
my mother for years and, being the
oldest daughter, couldn't help but
notice that my three younger sisters
have the same affliction. It's a sad
situation.
Our beautiful bedroom eyes of
emerald green, sky blue, and velvet
brown are bloodshot and have a certain vicious glint in them before (and
after) that first sip of morning coffee. We do not tolerate bright lights
or witty conversation such as, "Good
morning, sweetheart." Our collective
./

replies are definitely not printable
here or repeatable in the men's room
of the local bus station. Our hair, thin
and lank, is usually plastered to one
side of the head. Our eyes are swollen and our faces puffy.
I confess, we have tried to compensate for our affliction in many ways.
Some have been successful, others
not. I remember as a child waking
to hear my policeman father scream
with fear. He found what he thought
was a black widow spider on his
pillow and was trying to kill it with
his slipper. My mother opc.ned one
eye and calmly asked for $15 to
replace the false eyelash he had just
mutilated. I personally have prepared
for bed by putting on all my makeup.
My FORMER husband referred to
me as Ronald McDonald the morning after once too often for my liking.
One of my sisters solved the problem brilliantly. She married a professional bartender. He sleeps all day
and, on that rare occasion (which
translates to twice in their seven-year
marriage) that he has seen her in the
morning.she later accused him of
bringing home strange women after
work. He still hasn't figured out who

the women were and I'll certainly
never tell him.
However, in spite of our ugly affliction, we must be doing something
right. Including my mother, two married sisters, and myself, we have had
five marriages, only two divorces,
and 12 children. Not to mislead you,
four of the children comprise two
sets of twins.
Marriage is not moonlight and
roses. Marriage is the morning after,
made of scrambled eggs and dirty
dishes. It's also ignoring my beloved's size 12EE feet of clay as he ignores my inherited family affliction.
Marriage is me locking my keys in
the car again and my husband laughing over the fact he has to drive from
Mission to Edinburg on his lun~h
hour to unlock my car. Marriage is
sharing my Sunday paper and his
toast crumbs in the same bed. Marriage is me intentionally and
maliciously maligning him in my
column for a chuckle from a stranger
and him taking the same column to
work to show his buddies. Marriage
is loving compromise. Actually, marriage is just loving.
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PAUSA writing letters on
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
A proposal protesting the GrammRudman-Hollings amendment failed
to get approval of the Student Senate
at a special meeting Tuesday during
Activity Period.
However, a letter stating the
number of students on financial aid
and the impact of the GrammRudman-Hollings amendement on
them will be signed by each senator
and sent to Washington D.C. Also,
each senator will write a letter on
their own accord.
Lorenzo Vito, a representative of
the Texas Southmost College student
government, presented the idea to the
senate at the regular meeting on Friday. He showed them read copy of
a TSC resolution which opposed the
3 percent cut on several educational
programs.
Vito contended that the amendment will, in effect, prevent a majority of students receiving financial aid
from attending the university.
Sam Jimenez, PAUSA president,
recommended to the senate that they
follow-up with some type of action
to oppose such an amendment and
send it to the legislators in
Washington. ·
The senate decided that such an
action on their part would be of no
avail to the student body since they
(senate) do not have enough information to judge the merits of GrammRudman-Hollings.
At their meeting Friday it was
decided to meet again on Tuesday to
reconsider the proposal, and an ad
hoc committee was appointed to col-

New dietetics class offered in spring
A new program that enables students to become registered dieticians
for the state of Texas is now being offered by the Division of Health Related Professions.
The. new Dietetics Program was
accredited by the American Dietetic
Association in the summer.
"The university is one of only six
schools in the state to have this program . llaid JoAnne Burkholder.

Coordinator of the new program.
Classroom and work skills are combined to coordinate the program.
Interested students must complete
these prerequisites: Introduction to
Clinical Nutrition and Food Preparation. a new class that will begin in
the spring, and a number of science
courses.
The r.ew program will be accepting only 15 junior or senior level

students. Applications will be taken
sometime in the spring. The program
will begin in July 1986. Students will
be receiving "on the job training" so
to speak, without pay, in such places
as schools and hospitals.
Obtaining a degree in science of
dietetics enables students to work in
environments such as hospitais,
schools, community nutrition programs, and as managers or persons

in charge of such programs. Others
may go into private consultation,
while others may go into teaching
this field.
A newly designed kitchen will
enhance the new program.
Interested students can contact
JoAnne Burkholder at 381-2291 and
make appointments for advisement
concerning requirements or any
questions.

lect, investigate and report any information concerning the amendment.
General information on the
amendment was presented at the
special meeting on Tuesday, but due
to lack of time and resources to do
more detailed research it was decided to not take any drastic measures.
In other business · at Friday's
meeting, a proposal by J.C. Cruz, external affa:rs director of the PAUSA
communications office, was tabled.
His proposal would make PAUSA an
adviser to the Valley Young Leaders
Association and the Teen FQ.!;l.lm.
The~e gruops promote youth involvement within the high scho~ls
and stress continued invovlement
after graduation.

Two appointments were also ap~
proved. Laura Castillo of McAllen
was made an associate justice of the
student court.
Senator Joe Flores was elected
parliamentarian of the senate.
The senate also requested that
Chief Justice Jose Escobedo review
and define the constitution's definition of quorum.
Escobedo reported that a quorum
of one-half of the number of senators
plus one. As a result, since there are
presently 19 senators, there must be
at least 10 members to legally conduct business.
There have been three meetings so
far this semester where the senate has
made a quorum.
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JVlen's dorm director dies
Darrel K. Troxel, Men's Residence
Hall director for the past 15 years,
-died Friday morning at Valley Bap1ist Medical Center in Harlingen.
A native of Oklahoma, Troxel, 64,
will be buried in Yale, Okla.
Troxel, was to be honored with a
Distinguished Staff Award by the
Alumni Association at the Homecoming luncheon later this month.
Bonnie Powers, who was a close
friend of Troxel will be accepting the
award for the family.
In addition to being director of the
men's residence hall, Troxel also
taught two sections of American
history. He began his teaching career
at Oklahoma State, his alma mater.

There he taught history and political
science and also served as dean of
men and associate dean of students
for 25 years.
Troxel was also very involved in
fraternity activities. He served as a
national adviser to A.T.O. At the
local level, he served as adviser for
the Phi Kappa Tau until two years
ago.
The fraternities he sponsored at
Oklahoma State received more national awards than any other group
in the country at that time.
"It's an outstanding fraternity
system," Troxel had commented last
year about Oklahoma State.
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Troxel had been noted as saying
that he loved living at the dormitories.
"Some people say they feel sorry
for me living in my apartment in the
men's dorm, but I wouldn't trade it
for anything," Troxel said. "I
thoroughly enjoy being with young
people."
The rest of his family still resides
in Oklahoma. They include two sisters, Pauline Ozmun of Yale, Okla.,
and Da Vene McDaniel of Phoenix,
Arizona.; two nieces, Jackie Davis
of Tulsa, Okla. and Jerry Clayman
of Edmond, Okla.; and three nephews, James E. Edwards of Yale,
Okla., Don E. Edwards of Tulsa,
McDaniel of California.

FT· X applications
Darrel Troxel

By John Speer

Father Peter Hinde of Witness fo1
Peace and Cristianos por la Pa2
(CRISPAS) said that one function fo1
those organizations is "investigative
reporting."
The Catholic preist and former
WWII fighter pilot said that reporten;
are housed in fine hotels and mostly
pick up government communiques
and embassy releases without talking to workers, peasants or opposition groups.
"The bottom line is perceptionmanagement. You can't tell who the
real authors are," said Hinde, who
has worked in Latin America since
1965 with eight years in Peru among
indigenent populations.
"We facilitate the logistics so that
North Americans visiting Central
America can talk to everybody, to all
sides."

'El Bronco' available soon
The 1985 yearbooks will be shipped from Taylor Publishing Company Saturday and should arrive
before Thanksgiving.
"Students who reserved the book
in September 1984 should watch
'The Pan American· for more details:· reported Joyce Prock. Student
Publications Adviser.
The yearbook is late due to a two
week in-plant delay. People who
reserved books will receive theirs
first and the remaining books will be
distributed on a first-come flrstserved basis.

Priest criticizes.
Central America
news coverage
Reporters do not even witness.
much less correspond the real situation in Central America, said ,
solidarity group spokesman on campus last week.

News Briefs

Citing former CIA operative John
Stockman, Hinde said that as many
as one-third of the agents in any
given country are invovled in
"perception management, or newsmaking designed to conform to a
prescribed foreign policy."
Hinde was a member of the Witness for Peace delegation that was
captured on the Costa Rica-Nicaragua border by ARDE, the antigovernment terrorist group that
operates out of Costa Rica and is led
by Eden Pastora.
"It was Pastora's organization that
did the kidnapping, despite the ambiguity of the press on that point,"
said Hinde, who saw pictures of
ARDE's high command and identified the officer who claimed the kidnappers had no affiliation with
ARDE.
"Costa Rican radio was saying that
motor trouble had caused our boat to
be delayed," Hinde exemplified his
theme.
If Costa Rica admitted that the terrorism had occurred it would have to
be condeeded that ARDE was operating on Costa Rican soil, he explained.
Witness for Peace maintains a permanent peace vigil at Jalapa on the
Honduran border of Nicaragua, at
the Costa Rican border and at other
"hot spots" where anti-government
terrorist activity is most acute.
"The question is not: Who is the
good guy and who is the bad guy?"
Hinde posed. "The question is: Who
is the aggressor? The State Department is saying that Nicaragua is a
threat to Central America, to Honduras, to Costa Rica. But where are
people dying? In Nicaragua."
"There is no exportation of revolution in Central America," Hinde
said. Rather, the struggles in
Guatemala and in El Salvador began
long before the struggle in Nicaragua.
Although some individuals in the
Sandinista government call themselves Marxists the government cannot be labeled as such, Hinde said.
"Are they atheists? No. Are they
advocating class warfare? No, 60
percent of the economy is in private
hands. Reagan says he is going to
hold the Nicaraguan government responsibile for the private sector. But
what does he do? He withholds spare
parts so they can't continue," he
commented.

U. OF OKLAHOMA FIRM ON

SOUTH AFRICAN INVESTMENTS
OU Foundation officials say they
will keep investments in politically
controversial firms despite racial
unrest in South Africa and widespread campus protest at home.
"We don't invest in companies to
make a political statement, but for
business reasons," says Foundation
Director Ron Burton .

BENNETT PREDICTS 11.7 PERCENT STUDENT AID DEFAULT
Education Secretary William Bennett wants Congress to approve
measures to curb the "alarming" one
percent increase over the $1.08
billion in default in 1984.
Bennett's plan would require state
agencies to report defaulters to consumer credit bureaus and would require agencies to distribute loans in
installments.
Other changes would require Guaranteed Student Loan checks to be
made out to both the student and the
college and make lenders and state
agencies more responsible for loan
collection.

Students interested in participating
in ROTC's Fall Field Training Exercises (FTX) can still sign up. The exercises will take place at Camp Bullis
located near San Antonio. Saturday
through Sunday.
Students have choice of participating in either the land navigation
exercises or survival training.
The field exercise is meant to give
students an exposure to the ROTC

" I urge students to pick up their
yearbooks since it will be the last one
fix the time being:· said Martha
Sauceda. 1985 El Bronco yearbook
editor. "Also students will be pleased at the turn out since the staff and
I worked hard to produce a fantastic
El Brcnco 1985:·
According to Sauceda this year\
yearbook is unique from any other
yearbook in the past due to content.
graphics and layouts.
If there are any questions call Student Publications in Emilia Hall at

381-2542.

offered
program and serves as a final exam
for ROTC students.
Students who are interested need
to pick up a letter of instruction. a
class excuse form and sign a medical
~
release form.
Students will be selected on a Ii rstcome. first-serve basis. For more information contact Cpt. Luna at 381-

3600.

Border Patrol Chief speaks Tues.
Immigration faw enforcement in
the Valley will be the topic of a
speech by Chief Border Patrol Agent,
.Sylvestre Reyes, Tuesday at 8 p.m.
in the Overflow Room.
A question and answer period will
follow the thirty- minute speech
which is being sponsored by College
Republicans.

The event is non-partisan and all
are invited to attend free of charge.
Refreshments will be provided.
"This speaker is an expert in the
field of immigration and we foci that
his knowledge and personal experience will be very informative to
those interested in the subject." said
Pamela Lerma. vice president.

PAUSA plans vet memorial
An effort to establish a memorial
for former students who fought and
died in the Vietnam War is presently underway.
The idea was presented to J.R.
Garza, attorney general of PAUSA by
Juan Jose Colomenero, a senior who
is ii Vietnam veteran.
"Setting up a memorial for form
students seemed to be an honorable
idea," Garza said.
Presently the student government
is checking sources on what is required to establish a memorial and
all\mg with Colomenero is gathering
signatures for a petition to see how
many studnets would like the memorial set up.

The External Department of Communication, which is a part of the
student government. is also working
alongside Colomenero with the project. They have set up a temporary
committee to work on it.
The memorial is in its early sta~es
of development. It still has to uc .ipproved by the administration and
research to support it has just started.
the project needs student, community, and organizational help. If anyone
is interested please contact Garza.
George Ortiz, Interior Director of
Communication, or J.C. Cruz, Exterior Director of Communication at
381-2517.

What, Where
and When
THU
International Student's Association will have a bake sale in front
of the LAC from 8 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry will hold a lecture on Catholicism with
speaker Brenda Gonzales from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry will have a music practice for weekly
mass from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Pa~ Am Christian Fellowship will hold a Bible study during Activity
Period at the Chapel and from 7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. in the Men's Dorms
3rd floor lobby.
United Methodist Campus Ministry will have an informal bible study
during Activity Period at the UC 305.
Accounting Society will have a bake sale in front of the LAC from
8:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Psi Chi will show the film "Clock Work Orange" from 7:10 p.m. - 9:30
p.m. in LA 101.
American Humanics Student Association will present an executive
seminar series to educate students on topics relating to youth agency careers from 5 p.m. - 8 p.m. in the Cafeteria.
Residence Hall Association will sponsor a dance from 7 p.m. - 11:30
p.m. in the Snackbar.

SAT
Alpha Phi Omega will sponsor a balloonfest at the Spring Fest Park
in McAllen.
University Program Board and Student Publications will hold a
leadership conference to provide educational workshops for student
organizations in the UC ballroom from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m ..

MON
Catholic Campus Ministry will have a movie night from 7 p.m. to
9:30 p,m.

TUE
College Republicans will sponsor Chief Border Patrol Agent
Sylvestre Reyes to speak on Immigration Law Enforcement in the
Valley in the Ballroom at 8 p.m.
Financial Management Association will present Joe Ebner of A.
G. Edwards & Sons, Inc. to speak on financial planning for college
students during Activity Period in BA 116.
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Hawkins group masters the art of dance
By Mary Howard
Staff Write r
If "effort is a sign of incomplete
ma~tery," as Erick Hawkins said,
quoting a chinese philosopher before
his company performed Sunday
evening, then the Hawkins Dance
Company and Orchestra of New
York must be masters of their art.
Performing three dance works, the
company of dancers moved effortlessly to the live, contemporary
music of the eight-piece orchestra .
It is almost impossible to describe

the beauty of the leaps and movements of the works which defy
categorization. In one evening , the
audience was treated to an ultramodern dance work, an Indian dance
ceremony on the American plains
and a Fourth of July celebration in
a small mid-western town.
"Agathlon," according to the program, was designed to pay homage
to a "gigantically high stele . . .
created from erosion by the gods of

the sky, waters and winds . . ." a
monument "that trusts up" from the
land of the Navahos. It is called
"Agathlon." This monument was
reincarnated in the form of a greencolored sculpture by Ralph Dorazio
which was set against a blue
background.
Dancers in this performance wore
black, brown and green leotards and
danced barefoot to the music of Dorrance Stalvey.

Rodriguez celebrating 17
years in president's home

"When PAU called me for an interview in October of '68, I was
working out in the fields with my
friends planting cabbage," she said
with youth-filled eyes linking her to
the past. "I wanted to stay because
it was fun, but we'd come home all
dirty; and the first thing I wanted to
do when I got home was go straight
to the shower and rest."

Rodriguez never found it necessary
to divorce her husband because the
thought of remarrying left a bad taste
in her mouth. So she too!< any odd
jobs her seventh grade education
could get her.

"We laughed a lot; we would wear
old pants. olJ shirts and big straw
hats when the sun was hot," Rodriguez reminisced. "But look at me
here now: I'm in a big beautiful
house working in the air conditioning."
After working under presidents
Ralph Shillings and Miguel Nevarez,
Alicia feels the large red-brick home
on South Sugar Road is her part-time
home, and takes pride in keeping it
clean.

"I did washing and ironing for different people, and I worked in the
fields, Oh, yes, I picked cotton and
cucumbers and strawberries," she
said, her small, wrinkled hands a
testimony of her labor.

"I especially like to polish the
silver, because when it shines, it
shows I have worked hard," she said.
"When someone admires the floors,
I feel good."
Today, her constant companion in

the red-brick house is the Nevarez's
brightly-colored parrot named
Guero.
"When I come in every morning,
Guero says good-morning. He can
sing 'Happy Birthday', and he knows
all of the names of the President's
children," she said, as she handed the
feathered-chatter box a cracker.
After work Alicia leaves her
feathered-friend and walks to Hec-nBec in downtown Edinburg to have
coffee with the regulars. On
Thursdays, Rodriguez faithfully
walks to Ester's Beauty Shop to have
her hair done.
"I've been going down to Ester's
since about '66 or '67 because I can't
do anything to my hair," she said,
looking upward as if she could see
the top of her trimmed head of hair.
When Rodriguez moved to Edinburg from Rio Grand City 41 years
ago, she was unsure of her future.
She did not know that someday she
would have 15 grand children to be
proud of and a secure job to support
herself with. She knows now.
Today, Rodriguez is proof that the
size of one's pay check does not
determine the quality of one's work.
Th shiny tile floors and the sparkling silver tea set in the President's
home are her testimony.
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Staff Writer
Even though most of us do not
think of field work as fun, Rodriguez
thinks otherwise. Her firends made
the difference.

a score by Virgil Thomson . The
ladies· costumes of long, red dresses
and the gentlemen's of blue suits help
to evoke the pleasant mood .
What the works had in common
was the continuing excellent and effortless performa;ccs of the dancers
and the lively and enchant inc musit·
of the orche~tra. Hawkins. the company's founder and choreogrpaher. is
indeed a prolific artist. His dancers
are truly masters of their art.
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By Elva Salazar
After 17 years, Alicia Rodriguez
says she is better off cleaning the
home of university presidents than
working in the fields.
Before Rodriguez landed a job
with the university on November 11,
1968, her life has been a series of
disappointments, beginning with her
early marriage.
"I got married so young," said the
tiny 60-year-old woman regretfully.
"I was 15 then; and when my marriage ended in 1952, I was pregnant
and had to raise my six kids on my
own."
"We didn't have food stamps back
then like they do now, but the Welfare
helped me out. I couldn't have made
it without the Welfare, she said
blankly as her mind recalled images
of some 30 years ago.

first man (Hawkins): buffalo (James
Reedy): antelope (Mark Wisniewski): coyote (Randy Howard): porcupine (Daniel Tai): hawk (Cathy
Ward): fish (Cynthia Reynolds):
snake (Gloria McLean): and. racoon
(Laura Pettibone).
The charming finale of the concert
was ··Hurrah:· an ode to a small.
mid-western town's Fourth of July
celebration. Four couples danced
romantically to the lively sounds of

"Plains Daybreak" was a different
change of pace as dancers dawned
beautiful masks by Ralph Lee made
in the forms of animals. The work is
set in an Indian style ritual structure
with a framework of simple.
repetitive movements set to the music
of Alan Hovhaness. The masks worn
by the archetypal animals were stunningly realistic.
This story takes place at the beginning of the world with the characters;
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Need SO salepeople part-time or fulltime. If you meet the following criteria
hurry and apply. Work available
year-round.
• Must be presentable and able to
communicate with all classes of people.
• Must have some (minimal)
knowledge of math. For more information call Mon. - Fri. between 10 a.m. and
4 p.m. ask for Dee. 630-0703.

i

383-9472

PERM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13.00
STYLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.00
LAYER CUT . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00
REGULAR HAIR CUT .. $3.00
WINGS ............... $2.00
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NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

\_.....,.....................__...__...__...__................_...._..........,................................_...........,.. ......... J
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The Spot Burger No. 1
(Where our food hits the SPOT!)
Our specialities are the uncomparable
Spotburger, Chicken, fish. and Shrimp.
Call in your orders at

Adoption
Couple wants to adopt new born to
share their home and love. All legal
and hospital expenses paid. 787-7435
after 7 p.m. or all day on weekends.
Ask for Kim.

383-9093
J19 E. CANO (NEXT TO EdiNbURG Public LibuRy)

'

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT JOBS.
$16,040 - $59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Nationwide. Call 8.05-687-6000 Ext. R-9000
for current list.

.........................................................
gets you noticed
with clean and shiny hair

2 All Steel Buildings, brand new.
Never put up. Ready to deliver. Call
Romeo (572) 781-4666.

Consult the experts at

Housing

!I

STUDENTS FROM MEXICO rooms

for rent near university. 705 W. Samano
383-2227.

:.

Funds
Student Loans Available Now** Up
to $25,000 interest free while in school,
10 year pay back after graduation. Call
for Erasmo or Landy 686-2037.

:•

The Razor's Edge
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Autos For Sale .
Is it true you can buy ~ps for $44

through the U.S. government? Get the
facts .today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8033-A.
Classified rate is $2 for the first 10
words and .10 per word thereafter.
There is a 10 word minimum. Deadline is Friday Noon prior to publication on Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American, Emilia Hall 100. Classified ads
must be paid in advance.
For display advertising rates call
381-2545 or 381-2541.

HEY PAN AM

STUDENTS!
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ALMA'S
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422 1/2 E. University
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Take a SHORT CUTS
to great looks!

PERM SALE
Reg. $30, $35, and $40
Now From Nov. 18th
THROUGH NOV. 23rd
Only $24, $28, and $32!

Get your hair cut on
Tuesdays or Wednesdays
for only $8, Reg. $10, by
professionals!
Faculty welcome too 1
PAU 1.0. required.
SHORT CUTS

Executive Health Spa Bldg.
2825 North 8th
McAllen, TX 78501

631-0013

DAHC- .,.1.m1111n1111111n111■11-DIIDDIIIIDHIIHIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHlllllllfflllHIIIIIIIUHHHINIIIHIIIIDRIDIHla:

Hola, Guerito •·.- ---Alicia Rodriguez takes a break from her 17-year- · cleaning duties at the Presidents' Home
to chat with her feathered companion.
(Photo by Janie Cantu)

ffiu

nitarian-U niversalist *
Fellowship Of Hidalgo County

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Try 'Em
You'll Love 'Em!
November Special
Big Mexican Plate
Beef Guisada. Spanish
Rice. Ranchero Beans
Salad and 2 Tortillas

$2.29
For faster service call
in an order 383-0725
Across from Pan Am
cat at El Pato

VALLEYWIDE
5 Locations • McAllen,

Mission, Harlingen,
Bro•vnsville and Weslaco

Invites PAU Students, especially the Dorm,
Apartment, and other week-end Edinburgbound people to share our
Lively, Stimulating, and Controversial
Programs and Unusual Services
ON Sundays, 10:30 - 12 NOON
At Campus Ministry Building, 1615 W. Kuhn, across
Sugar Road from Campus, one block west.

WATCH THE PAPERS FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OF FIRST CLASS
SPEAKERS AND OUR TIMELY
TOPICS
Persons of All Faiths, Agnostics, and
Atheists are Welcome
· The Faith of W1ll1am Ellery Channing (1780-1842) and of F,ve US.
Presidents. including John Quincy Adams and Thomas Jefferson .

OUR NURSING
SCHOLARSHIPS WILL HELP
YOUR MEDICAL PLANS.
If high tuition costs are jeopardizing your future in medicine,
Army ROTC may have just what
the doctor ordered:
An Army ROTC scholarship.
ROTC recently set aside hundreds of scholarships solely for
nursing students like yourself.
Each one covers full tuition,
books and other supplies, and
pays you up to $1,000 each
school year it's in effect.
So make an appointment to
find out more about an Army
ROTC scholarship.
Contact your Professor of
Military Science today.

=
=
i

=

=
I

=

ARMYROTC.

BE ALL 10U CAN BE.
For more information, stop by
and see Captain Livas at Dept. of
Military Science, Southwick Hall,
Pan American University,

I

381-3600
r------------------•:mn11mm:-mm1n1:n11Dd1DDDIDDDD-n1:n■-1""1IUUU111--..aE
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Sex disease seminar announced
Do you know what STD stands
for? Or what you should do if struck
by one of these disastrous entities?
STD stands for sexually transmissible diseases better known as veneral
disca~es and is becoming more
popularly known to the public due to
the epidemic of Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS).
Student Health Service has
organized a "Forum on STDs" at the
LRC Media Theater on Thursday,
Dec. 5 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m . In an
effort to help student, and other PAU
community members with knowledge about the diseases, this forum
will assist students and the public to
practice proper preventive methods,
early medical care, provide treatment

or more information should someone
suspect of becoming inflicted with
any one of the diseases.
"Speakers will talk to the public to
help them relate to these problems,"
stated Dr. Svenkerund, of the Student
Health Clinic, one of the speakers on
the topic of AIDS. "This will help
to gtt knowledge to the people and
students to prevent spreading of
STDs."
Several community physicians
along with other specialists will be
attending the forum to speak of
diseases called trichomonas or pubic
pediculosis which are uncomfortable
·but can be easily treated. Others include clamydia, gonorrhea and

in Free Options on your
Gold Lance Class Ring

The music department will presen1
James Stover, Tenor, and Johr
Raimo, pianist on Tuesday as part 01
its Faculty Artist Series.
The recital, which will be at 8
p. m., will be conducted in the Fine
Arts Recital Hall. Admission is $3
for students and senior citizens and
$5 for general admission.

Gold Lance
~
Free Graduation
~ Key Chain
Class Rings ,

T

i·

L1fet1me
Warranty

I'~
f ' '_

I

_

Immediately following the guest
speakers' session, Dr. Carmen
Gomez from Family Practice in
McAllen will hold a question and
answer period. Upon entering the
theater, students may optionally turn
in questions on a piece of paper,
should they wish to remain anonymous during the question and
answer period.

Music recitals
scheduled

SAVE UP TO $69

2-4 Week
Delivery

syphillus, which may cause st~rility
or cardiovascular problems 1f not
treated in time said Svenkerund.
Other diseases that will be discussed include hepatitus-8, herpes and
genital warts, which cause long-term
effects.

;; Ask us for
full details
Bring this ad
to our store

Porter's Jewelry
Chp this ad & bring to our store by Dec. 31 , 1985 to qu1hfy.

Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music and NOT-BAD Sandwlchea

.50~ Drinks for
Ladles

The Only Superwell in town!
Best billiard tables in the Valley!
1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen
686-9408

Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

NOW OPENING SUNDAYS 6-12 A.M.
ONE HOUR OF FREE POOL!! W/this AD and CURRENT PAU J.D.
EXPIRES DECEMBER 11, 1985

(ONE COUPON PER PERSON)

r

Staff Writer
Three plays presented here during
the Texas Southeast Area American
College Theater Festival, which ended Sunday, will advance in competition. The next step is the regional
competition in Ft. Worth on Jan. 15.
The three plays are Pan Am's "The
End of the Line," Texas A&I's
"Greater Tuna," and Lamar University's "Poor Murder."
However, there are more festivals
than there are slots in this region so
it is still not certain what will be the
outcome of the competition for these
productions, according Dr. Marian
Monta, University Theater artistic
director.
In addition to sharing top honors,
"End of the Line" swept the awards
in several i:;ategories.
Valente Rodriguez, who appears in
both of the one-acts that compose the

ON STAGE PRoducTioNs
PRESENTS:

SoAp OpERA STAR

''JACK

WAGNER''
In Concert

SuNdAy Nov. 17Tlt

AT VillA REAl
CoNVENTioN CENTER

SiNGiNG ltis #1 ltiT
'~LL I NEED''
DoN'T MISS iT!
LiMiTEd SEATiNG
TickET LocATioNs:
SouNd CENTERS:
El CENTRO & LA PLAZA MAlls

MElhART Music:

The Alumni Association will be
holding their annual banquet at the
Cimarron Country Club on Saturday.
Nov. 23 at ,noon to honor faculty.
staff and family recipients of the
Alumni Association Distinguished
Service Awards.
Presenting the Distinguished
Alumnus award to President Miguel
A . Nevarez will be Jack Wolfe.
outgoing president of the Alumni
Association .
Dr. J. Lell Elliot. professor
emeritus in chemistry, will be
presenting the Distinguished Faculty award to Dr. Pauline James, retired
professor of biology. Eddie de la
Garza, president elect of the Alumni Association. will present the other
award to Dr. David Vassberg, professor of history.
The Distinguished Staff award
went to Darrel Troxel. who passed
away Friday, and was director of the
men's residence hall. In his absence,
Bonnie Power, who was a long time
friend of Troxel will accept the
posthumous award.

Also receiving the Distinguished
Staff Award is Mildred Fagg who
will be retiring this year from her
position as director of the women·s
residence hall. Presenting the award
will be Judy Vinson. dean of students.
,
The Distinguished Family award
will go to Dr. and Mrs. Hubert
Miller and their seven children . The
award will be presented by Dr.
Ernest Baca, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
Receiving the Distinguished Service award is Sam Williams. a former
basketball coach from 1958-1973.
whose coaching led the Broncs to
NAlA national basketball championship victory in 1963 and was later
voted NAIA National Coach of the
Year in 1964. A graduate of Texas
Christian University in 1949. Williams earned his master's degree
from North Texas State.

Education Majors Club. He is also
one of the planners for the new S5
million Physical Education Buikling. ·
An invitation has been extended to
students and the public who wish to
attend the banquet. Tickets will be
sold for S10 and may be purchased
at the University Center at the Alumni Association Office. Room 111.

Williams continues to contribute to
the university community, teaching
a full-load as professor of physical
education and advising the Physical

'End of th'e Line' advances
ACTF competition
By Rose Marie Herbert

Wednesday

Faculty, staff receive honors
at Alumni Banquet

BROWNsvillE, HARliNGEN, McAllEN

ARV Music:

Listen To KRGV For Details On
How to Win Back Stage Passes.

.

production, was nominated for the
Irene Ryan Award for his role in
"Sins of the Fathers."
Greg Eldridge won a nomination
for his role in the same play. Mike
Porras won an ACTF Special Acting
Citation for his performance in "In
the Short Rows."
Monta was awarded the ACTF
Certificate for directing. In addition,
Randall Buchanan of Texas A&l
University, Keith Cockrell of Lamar
University, and C. Lee Turner of
Prairie View also shared this award.
PAU's Doug Cummins and Steve
Copold both won ACTF Certificates
for Playwrighting for "Tell Me a
Story" and 'The End of the Line"
respectively.
Several performers from "Tell Me
a Story" also won acting awards. Jeff
Marquis was both the Director's and
Critic's Choice for the !rene Ryan
Award. Charles Pokorny received the

Director's Choice award and Rigo
Rodriguez was the Critic's Choice.
Rosa Ramirez, Ronnie Cantu, and
Fred White won special commendations in acting.
Monta calls the festival "a success."
"We felt very pleased because (the
Festival) is a real learning experience
and a wonderful sharing experience
for the students," she said.
Rodriguez agrees, the University
Theater's Company Manager.
"It was great," he said. "Everybody had fun and we learned many
things from our fellow thespians
from around the state."
However, the festival was not
without problems. Guest Critic
William Ball had to leave halfway
tnrough the competition due to a sudden emergency. Two other festival
critics were able to fill in for him.

Pulitzer prize-winning playwright
Mark Medhoff was special guest critic for Steve Copold's two one-act
plays. "The End of the Linc:· After
viewing the plays, Medhoff met with
Copold, director Monta. and the actors and was in Monta's words --very
supportive of our efforts." Monta
adds that Medhoff was particularly
impressed with Copold's "Sins of the
Fathers."
Tom Grabowski. University Theater technical director, was awarded a
special commendation for his technical production.
This was the third and final year
for PAU to host the ACTF. Texas
A&M is scheduled to host the
Festival next year. However, at this
time, officials there do not know
whether or not the university will be
ready. Consequently, it may be held
here again next year. "Everyoody
really likes our festival," Manta said.
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:r-shirts, bumper stickers awarded

-------Sports
Soccer team ends season

Free-throw contest set for Tuesday
Students are invited to participate
in a "Turkey-Freako" contest, Tuesday Nov. 19 and Thursday Nov. 21
during activity period in the gym.
The best basketball free-throwers
will recieve prizes such as T-shirts
and bumper stickers.

a hat then pick a basketball player to
shoot a free-throw for them for
prizes.
The purpose of this event, which
is being sponsored by Coach John
McDowell and PAUSA, is to get
students involved with the athletic
program and give them an opportunity to meet the basketball players.
The League of United Student Organizations and T&M Distributors,
a local electronics company, will
carry on the free-throw contest dur-

Chosen through a process of
elimination, the top 15 students
shooting baskets on Nov. 19 will be
eligible to participate on Nov. 21
when they will draw numbers from

ing half-time at home basketball
games beginning Dec. 3.
Nineteen orgnizations or independent teams consisting of a ten
member roster will be allowed to
participate for a grand prize of a
$500 color TV, all contestants will
receive a pocket calculator for
participating.
Rosters may be submitted to the
PAUSA office in the University
Center Room 314 Nov. 22 at 8 a.m.
till Dec. 3 at 4:30 p.m. For more in-

formation call Pete Medrano at
381-2519.
A different member from each
team will shoot three free-throws at
each game. Before the season end.
the top two teams and three randomly
selected teams will shoot at the final
game for the grand prize.
Independent teams must consist of
10 PAU students. No more than two
Lady Broncs may be on one team.
Students may only represent one
team once.

Sports
Digest

soccer team ended its
season with a 8-3-2 record after
defeating Trinity 4-2 here Saturday.
Jose Salinas of McAllen and Johan
P-almborg of Sweden each booted two
goals to carry the Broncs to victory.
The Tigers led 1-0 and 2-1 in the
first and second quarters with goals
by Bradley Williams and Kevin
Goliher.
Earning two assists was Efrem
Lopez and earning one for the Broncs
was Salinas.
The 1eams were tied at 2-2 at
half-time.

"Anytime you play only two home
games all vear and come out with a
::,_,inning r~cord you're doing well."
said Coach Reggie Tredawav.
· "Our guys pl;yed well all- season
and I am proud of them ...
"Stephen Strand did a good job of
controlling the ball at midfield . Jesse
Murjuia. ·~ur goalie. made a couple
of good stops."
The Broncs will lose three seniors
of their international squad consisting of players who speak four
languages-English. Swedish. Spanish
and Nigerian.

STARLITE BURGER
Chicken-Fish-Shrimp Plate
Phone 383-8111

·

FREE 12oz. Drink
with regular order
with this coupon.

lntramurals
The mixed-doubles badminton tournament
is currently underway during activity periods.
Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Gym. The coed volleyball championship took place Tuesday night, Class Act took on the Aces for the
intramural championship.
The Health Physical Education and Recreation club. will sponsor their annual ··Turkey
Fun-Run·· of2 miles Tuesday. November 24.
during activity period.

1106 EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG TX

OWNER

HPER
A HPER club meeting will be held Today
during Activity Period in PE 112. All members
please attend.

A BLAST FROM THE PAST
Students at Duke University say
their most vivid memories involve
injuries or accidents, says Duke
researcher David Rubin.
Sports was the second-biggest
memory maker, followed by members of the opposite sex. Animals,
deaths, vacations and the first week
of college also were big nostalgia
trips. But less than half of the
students surveyed remembered the
day President Reagan was shot, and
only one in eight recalled their thirteenth birthdays.

Looking prim and proper now--the Lady Broncs prepare to play some hard ball at .their first game against
A[I in Kingsville Nov. 22. This year's roster: Front row (l-r)--Melissa Gonzalez, Evelia Garcia, Maribel Silva,
Dora Gonzalez and Sofia Dealva; Back row (l-r)--ebach John McDowell, Alicia Cavazos, Magdalena Gonzalez,
Martha Lopez, Rachel Juarez, Bridgette fvory, Kay Dee Benavides, Becky Dube and Melba Muniz. .

Vandalism closes weight room
The weight room remains closed '
for students not enrolled in weight
training classes. The room was dosed on Nov. 4 by the Health and Physical Education Department after
reports of vandalism and missing
equipment.
"A lot of equipment was disappearing and here was a lot of destruction

being done to the facility, said
Amilda Thomas, head of the health
and physical education department.

In addition to two 25 pound
weights being stolen, Thomas noted
that part of the building's ceiling had
been destroyed. She commented that

·~-,--~•:f

' ~t/f,'
, ··

(PhotobyJanieCantu)

the stealing occurred some time last
week, but that however the exact day
when it happened is not known.
The weight room is scheduled to
re-open Monday, although Thomas
assured that they will not open until
a relaible person can be hired to
supervise the facility.
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FS concerned over
lack of representation
for nursing faculty
By Mary Mendez
Staff Writer
Members of the Faculty Senate
voiced their disapproval Wednesday
over the lack of legal representation
provided the nursing faculty during
a hearing last semester.
Last spring students in the 57mcmber Psycho Social Nursing class
were ace used of cheating on an
examination.
The entire class submitted an appeal in which they protested the
dropping of their test grades and having to take a new test without a
week's notice.
A hearing was held, but the nursing faculty went into the hearing
unreprc,cntcd by legal counsel because there would have been a contl ict of inteFcst had the university's
legal representative, Gary Petok,
handled the case.
Petok explained his position in a
letter to the administration that Dr.
Mark Winkel, chair of the faculty
senate, read at the meeting.
Sandy Sanchez, assistant professor
of nursing education, said that she
was unsatisfied with Petok's response. She also expressed her disappointment that the report made by
Winkel had not been placed on the
agenda.
Since it was not on the agenda the

parties involved were not present at
the meeting to answer Petok's response to the administration.
During the period preceeding the
hearing, Petok advised both the student's and faculty involved in the
case. To avoid any misunderstanding
over who he was representing, Petok
said he opted not to attend the
hearing.
Later, Petok put together a six-page
aocument on how the nursing faculty should prepare for a case such as
this for future reference and told
them he would be available to them
should they need advice.
Comparing the situation to business practices, Dr. Samuel Freeman,
assistant professor of political
science, said that the university
should be liable for a civtl suit
because they did not provide representation for their faculty.
If an agent who sold a policy is
sued by his client, the agent is supported by l~gal representation from
the company, Freeman said. Should
the company not provide legal representation for the agent the company
could be liable for a civil suit against
them by the agent.
The faculty senate decided to place
the matter on the agenda for their
next meeting on Dec. 4 and invite

Petok and the other parties involved
to the meeting.
In other business, Dr. Harold A.
Nelson, chair of the merit committee, reported on the results of the
faculty merit poll taken recently.
For next year, 12 percent of the
faculty voted for merit, 50 percent
favored across the board raises, and
34 percent favored a combination of
the two. In general, not necessarily
for next year, 16 percent voted for
merit, 39 percent for across the boardraises, 45 percent favored a combination of the two.
Nelson concluded that those in
favor of merit were dedicated to the
principle, while those voting for
across the board raises were less
dedicated to the principle.
Freeman resubmitted a suggestion
that he made three weeks earlier
stating that the faculty senate
establish a list of priorities on what
to
address, such as the cost of living, adjusting salaries to the rate of
inflation, equity in salaries and
merit.
The executive committee is drafting a letter, incorporating data from
the polls, advising the administration
and board ofregents of their opposition to the discretionary distribution
of salaries, parenthetically merit.

Make way, I am coming through -- About 100 students competed in the annual "Water Folll':s" Intramural
swim meet Tuesday night at the pool. Students competed in two divisions: the minnow (beginner) and the
shark (advanced.)
(Photo by Sam Ca•llllo.)

Temporary dealer plates behind student arrest
By Nora Lopez
Staff Writer
A dealer license plate number
assigned to three different cars
created problems for one student
when she was erroneously credited
for tickets to two cars she has never
driven.
The excessive amount of tickets
and confusion over the license plate
number led Traffic and Security officers to place a wheel-lock on Jueli
P.<1lmer's car and eventually led to her
arrest when she argued with an officer over the "booting" of her car.
Bruce Erickson, public information director, said Palmer's car was
"booted" because she had five outstanding tickets. He said there was
no permit and no license plate

number with which to identify the
owner.
But Palmer a 21-year-old junior,
said she did have a temporary permit since she only recently bought
her car and couldn't get a permanent
permit until her new license plates
came in. In the meantime, the license
plate number written on the temP,Qrry permit was the dealer license
number P-7047; the same number used by two other cars recently bought
at Frank Smith Toyota of McAllen.
P-7047 is also the license plate
number listed on the citation issued
to Palmer on Nov. 7, the day she was
arrested. That number and her name
are also on the temporary parking
permit that is still on file at the Traffic and Security office.

Chief Greg Salazar said this is the
first time a situation such as this has
occurred and admitted that tpe~office
is equipped to run a check by license
plate number only. He said he did not
know whether or not such a check
had been run on P-7047 that could
have placed them in contact with
Palmer. Even so, he said it would
have been difficult since the number
was not on all six tickets.
The P-7047 number appears in four
tickets, only two of which match the
description of Palmer's car. The
other two tickets on Palmer's file
belonged to two other cars that were
ticketed in September; a Toyota Van
and a Toyota Celica. Of the tickets
issued in Palmer's name, only three
were issued in the first week of
November, following the expiration

of Paimer's temporary permit on
Oct. 31.
Palmer said she had been under
the impression that the temporary
permit was good until her permanent
license plates arrived. The fourth
ticket was issued on Oct. 29 and
states there was no parking permit
and no license plate on the car.
Palmer, however, claims her permit
was displayed in the rear window.
Palmer also said she was never
asked about the tickets on the Van or
Celica. She said she became angry
because she felt she couldn't make
the officer understand that she did
not have a permanent parking permit
since her license plate had not yet
arrived.
During the argument with Rocha,

she yelled, "Look can't you get it
through you fat head. my license
plates aren't in yet:'
She said she was immediately arrested by Rocha who grabbed her
and threw her down on a chair. She
said she got up and he then pushed
her against the wall. She was then
handcuffed and taken to the Edinburg
Police Department where she was
booked on charges of disorderly conduct. After pleading guilty, Palmer
was released on a $60 bond.
Palmer also said that when she
asked if he was going to read her her
rights, Rocha responded Palmer had
no rights.
Chief Salazar confirmed Palmer's
rights were not read to her since it
is not required in a misdemeanor

Spring aid deadlin'e Dec. 2
Elections kick-off Homecoming
A variety of events will take place
today, tomorrow and Saturday in
celebration of Homecoming.
Elections for Homecoming Queen
continue through today at 8 p.m.
Polls
arc
at the library and
University Center and the Liberal
Arts building. A valid.
I. D. is
necessary to vote.
The Bronc Olympics sponsored by
UPB is . being held during activity
period today. Ten teams will compete
in on-physical games and live music
will be played.
Also taking place tonight is the Pep
Rally and bonfire, hosted by the
cheerleaders and the Intercollegiate
Knights, starting at 6 p.m. It will take
place on the north end of the dorm
parking lot on Sugar Road.

Friday's events will include a video
dance sponsored jointly by PAUSA
and UPB from 8 p.m. to midnight in
the Ballroom. Students with I.D. will
be charged $2.50 and General Admission will be $3. Election results
will be announced and Miss Pan
American will be crowned during the
dance. Door prizes will be awarded.
Saturday's events will be highlighted by the Homecoming basketball game between the Broncs and
the Texas Lutheran Bulldogs at 7:30
p.m. in the Field House. The winner of this week's will be crowned
Bronc Queen during the halftime activities of the game.
"Everyone is encouraged to attend
and have a good time," said President
Alex Tapia of UPB.

Actor meets with students today
Veteran actor Kevin McCarthy, tinguished acting in 1975 appeared in
who appeared in the movie "The a great number of Broadway shows
Howling," will speak to students to- like "The Seagull" and "Death of a
day during Activity Period in CAS Salesman".
"Kansas City Bomber" and "The
107.
McCarthy, who plays President Twilight Zone" are some of the
Harry S. Truman in the humorous movies he starred in.
McCarthy starred in the TV show,
play, "Give'cm Hell Harry1" portrays
the leader from his first days in the "Invasion of the Body Snatchers"
and in the recent series "Flamingo
office through his presidency.
The Dohcy Award winner for dis- Road ".

Dec. 2 is the final deadline for
general financial aid applications for
the spring semester.
The general application is used to
apply for College Work-Study. National Direct Student Loan,HinsonHazlewood Student Loan, and for
consideration for the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant and
Texas Public Education Grant.
Students considering applying for
Pell and Guaranted Student Loans
may also apply for these programs.
Pell applicants will need to submit
their application to Iowa City, Iowa,
for a determination of eligibility. The
determination for eligibility will be
returned to the student in the form
of Student Aid Reports (SARs).
These SARs along with income do-

cumentation, will then need to be
taken to the Financial Aid Office for
a determination of whether the student is eligible and the amount of
eligibility.
The amount the student may receive will depend on whether the student is a full time, half-time or threequarter time student. Students will
have until the last day in the spring
semester to take their SARs to the
Financial Aid Office and still get
reimbursed for the amount they are
eligible for. Students however, are
encouraged by the Financial Aid Office to apply as soon as possible in
order for them to have their Pell
money available during the semester.
Students needing additional mo-

ney, and who qualify, may borrow
money through the Texas Guaranteed
Student Loan Program. Students borrowing GSLs may borrow up to
$2,500 during an 11-month period,
011>an additional amount if the student
advances in grade level during the 11
month period.
The interest rate for first time borrowers is 8 percent, and repayment
of the loan does not begin until six
months after the student graduates
withdraws, or until six months after
the student's enrollment falls below
half time. Students will have until
March 14 to apply for a GSL for the
spring semester.
Students and prospective students
who do not expect to have their fin-

On a clas:; C misdemeanor charge.
where there is no questioning involved. the law does not require law enforcement officials to read the person they arc arresting their rights. according to Capt. Robert Salinas of
the Edinburg Police Department.
"It\ a good practice (to read a person's rights). but if they arc not read
and the person is not intcrr6gatcd or
questioned, then there is nothing
wrong." he said. "When a ca~c turns
accusatory and a person is detained
for questioning, then you need to
read them their rights."

When asked to verify the manner
in which Plamer was treated at the
time she was arrested. Chief Salazar
said he did not know what took place
since he was not there.

anci2l aid aw<1rds ready by priority
or regular registration, may apply for
emergency loans from the university. Emergency loans are also available to students who do not or will
not be receiving any type of financial aid. These loans are made to
students by the university in order to
assist them in paying for their registration. Students receiving the
loan will pay back the loan in one
payment during the semester. The interest rate for this loan is at 5 percent.
For further information on these
programs or other Financial Aid programs call the financial Aid Office,
381-2501 or stop hy
Student Services Building 186.

Library vandalism could mean tighter rules
An increase in vandalism in the
LRC may result in stricter regulations for students.
"The more damage that is done,•
the more disagreeable the rules we
will have to put into effect," said
Robert McDowell, assistant director
of library reader services.
Graffiti, stripped wallpaper, and
broken furniture have become a serious problem , according to
McDowell.
"The wallpaper in some of the
study rooms has been peeled off." he
said, " and the lounge downstairs is

like a restaurant without a waitress."
Empty soda cans and candy wrappers clutter the table tops and floor
of the first floor lounge. McDowell
said the trash in the lounge collects
throughout the day until the janitor
cleans at night.
Referring to the first floor lounge.
he said, "It encourages them to buy
stuff and take it upstairs. If this continues, we may have to close the
snack area ."
According to McDowell. students
tend to use the LRC couches as a n:st
area , to prop up their li:et or take a
nap.

"Students forget this is a place to
study, not to rest," he said.
In the past, the library administration has tried using work-study
students to patrol the LRC. However,
this was ineftective because other
students treated the work-study students in an abusive and disrespectful manner.
"Last week. two students were
caught writing on one of the study
room wdlls. and they were turned
over to security:· hc cxplaincd . .. ,
don·t think it's till· rt·spnnsihility ,if
thl' library to disciplinl' stmknts it\

the responsibility of the administration, the dean of students and security."
McDowell added that the library
would need more people to maintain
an effective patrol of the LRC, but
this would take more funding and
constant patrolling.
"If students report damage. it will
make our · job a lot easier:· said
McDowell . ··Now. the problem is being analy1.ed. and ,w an: hoping to
get togetht·r with studt·nt g,iwrmnt·nt
:tnd tilt' adn1inistratilln Ill Sl't' what \\l'
l";ltl dll ...
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Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:
Mr. Waltschew,
Our kinds meet again, old friend.
In the 1930's we listened to glowing
accounts given by your kind concerning the remarkable recovery of Germany. Reports of a bright new party
restoring social and political order to
that ravaged nation.
No, I'm not for a moment implying that your kind had any Nazi sympathies. Nothing that dramatic. Your
kind simply has the inability to communicate a complete concept.
My kind simply resents that deficiency. Back in the thirties your kind

failed to mention anything about the
guns. Remember the greatest war
machine the world had ever known?
Your kind sort of failed to mention
it when they brought us all "the
facts,"
Just overlooked it I suppose.
It's 1985, Valentin, and the years
haven't changed our kinds much. You
still cling to that unfortunate communicative deficiency, .even though
you hold a position on a newspaper
staff. I, as expected, resent that.
Your essay on Grenada detailed to
us a promising economic, political
and social renaissance. Indeed, the

makings of an industrious island
paradise.
At the helm of this ship of positive
change was a bright new political
party. Sounds familiar, doesn't it? But
what really sounds familiar is the
failure once again to communicate a
complete concept.
Let's throw our obviously conflicting ideologies aside for a moment
and converse one to one. What about
those guns, Valentin? Enough
Soviet/Cuban hardware to arm one
in every ten Grenadian men, women,
and children.
Your list is quite impressive. We've
heard in detail about the marvelous

Simply overlooked it? I doubt it.
I'd like for you to pull out the fact
sheet on that. Put an end to this
disease on unwillingness to present
the whole story.
Come on, Valentin, tell what that
much equipment was doing on that
"tiny defenseless speck in the Carribean" as you called it. Your forthcoming explanation will be most
welcome. Thank you.

Devin M. Shelby

Featuring Live Tazz
Entertainment

·
·

economic and political advances.
But, you've neglected to address the
presence of that much military
equipment.

You've tried the rest ... Now try the best!
Happy Hour - Mon.-Fri. 4:30 to 7:00

f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..,..,.~~~1

\ DISCOUNT HAIR CENTER \

I\ 1021 E. UNIVERSITY
383-9472
I.
~
I
~~~~: CUT ............·......... :~::
Ii
\

PERM .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . $13.00

\

REGULAR HAIR CUT . . $3.00
WINGS .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. $2.00

J

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

\

You'll Love It/Rose Marie Herbert

Rose Marie Herbert was going to
Geneva this week to cover the summit talks, but she took the wrong
bus and went to Edcouch instead.
She mailed us her column from

there.
If my life were a television program, it would be "Foul-ups, Bleeps,
and Blunders." I seem to have more
than my fair share of "Life's Most
Embarassing Moments." You know
what I mean? Everybody has them.
Those times when you wish life had
a fast-forward button that you could
push. Or a lever that would make the
floor open up and swallow you. Let
me give you a few examples.
Last Friday I was in the check-out
line at HEB. It had been a long week
and a long day. I was tired and looking forward to going home, fixing a
quick dinner, putting the kids to bed
and relaxing on the couch with Dade
County's finest, Sonny Crocket.
As the clerk rang up my purchases,
my little girl came over and sleepily
put her head against my hip, wrapping her arm around my thigh the way
kids do. "Mommj," she yawned.
"Yes dear?" I said looking down at
her with maternal affection. "You
need to shave your legs," she said.
The checker tried not to laugh. The
bag boy tried too, unsuccessfully. I
paid the girl, grabbed the groceries
and the kid and ran out the door. In

the car we had a discussion about the
meaning of the words "public" and
"private." I now shop at ½Hey Mart.
But kids are a great source for
those humbling experiences. I have
twins. Ifl get any more humble, I'm
putting in for saint-hood. Like last
month at my childrens' school's
"Parent-Teacher Conference Day."
Accompanied by my daughters, I
went to their Pre-Kindergarten
classroom, met their teacher, and
viewed their work. While the twins
played with a couple of their classmates, I talked to their teacher.
"Amy's very advanced for her age",
said Miss Garza. "She can tie her
own shoes, knows all her colors, and
has a very large vocabulary," Just
then the little scholar let loose with
an expletive. "@#%&%#@it Juanito " she hollered. ''I told you it's my
turn " The silence was awesome.
Parents, teacher, and teacher's aides
all stared at me. "Well," I said smiling, "Darn that HBO anyway."
In the car on the way home we had
a discussion about "happy words"
and "naughty words."
But you know I can't blame my kids
for all of my embarassing moments.
I do pretty good on my own. Like the
time in second grade when my class
had a field trip to the San Antonio
Zoo. Guess who fell in the water
fountain. Or the time in junior high

when my big brother bought home
one of his good-looking friends.
Guess who spilled Pepsi on my
mother's best table cloth.
However, my "All Time Classic
Most Embarassing Moment," a veritable shoe-in for the "Humiliation
Hall of Fame" came in high school.
I was daydreaming in history class
when "Joe Perfect" walked in the
door. "Students, say hello to your
new classmate, Joe Perroni." Joe
looked around the room, grinned
lazily, and sat down. He was gorgeous. Tall, with curly brown hair,
huge deep blue eyes and the biggest,
uh, smile I had ever seen.
My best friend, Mary, leaned over
and whispered: "He's got everything
he should have and in the proper
place." I nodded dumbly. Those lips,
those eyes, those nose. What? Someone wa:, saying my name. "Rose,
will you please let Joe look on with
you until I can get him a textbook?"
"Oh God bless you. Uh, I mean I
guess so." I said, sliding my desk
over. Well guess what. He asked me
out. I know, I couldn't believe it
either. I changed clothes 46 times
waiting for him to c_ome pick me up.
I brushed my teeth 18 times ..ll,y the
time he rang the door-bell my room
was a mess and my gums were bleeding.
Now I don't know what high
school kids do on dates now, but

back then (m;ve;:r mma now 10ng agoJ
we would acquire whatever chemical
substance was available, ingest it,
and, depending on whether the guy
had a job and /or generous parents,
we would either go to a movie or
cruise Main Street in his car. In this
particular instance the substance was
beer, two six packs of Micky Big
Mouth.
Now I'm not much of a drinker.
One brew and I'm fine, two and I'm
anybody's. I was so nervous I chugged four. It helped. I was relaxed. We
talked and laughed and had a good
time. When it came time to take me
home, Joe said, "I've had a really
great time. Let's get together again."
No problem. We got to my house.
Joe walked me to the door. He pulled me close. He brought his lips
close to mine. One other thing I
forgot to mention about the way beer
affects me. I burped in his mouth.
Where is that fast forward button
when you really need it? Well Joe
was very nice. He laughed and we
actually did see each other again. But
at thaf moment, on my parent's front
.doorstep, I wanted to die.

I didn't though. You get through
these things. You learn from them.
You laugh at them later (YEARS
later). They build character and more
importantly, they give you things to
write about in your -colUtnn.

Commentary/Valentin Waltschew

J

According to Immigration and Naturalization Service official reports,
people from Central America are being deported by the thousands each
month . Those seeking political asylum on the grounds of government
terror - right-wing death squads and
.. surgical strikes" or bombing raids
on villages and small provincial
towns in El Salvador and Guatemala
- arc sent back to face government
retribution. starvation and in some
cases almost certain death.
Activists like Jack Elder. Stacey
Lynn Merkt and Lori Thomas. of Casa Oscar Romero of the Valley, who
have provided sanctuary for the victims. are being tried by the U.S.
government for breaking the law. The
press. with certain exceptions, has ignored the issue.
What a contrast there is between
the Central Americans and Miroslav
Mcdvid. the Soviet sailor who jumped into the Mississippi river two
weeks ago and tried to "defect." He
was questioned by the U.S. author•
ities. who wanted him to stay, made
him sign an affidavit attesting to the
fact that he wanted to go home. and
held the ship in port for several days.

just in case Medvid had a change of
heart.
The State Department became so
concerned it did everything possible
"toensure that Medvid had been given every opportunity to gain
ylum." A long and detailed official
statement underscored the administration's "awareness of the case's
political sensitivity," reported the,
Washington Post. The White House,
the Justice Department the I.N.S.
and even that champion of freedom,
Jesse Helms got involved by securing a subpoena for Medvid to appear
in court.
While this commentary is not
meant to resolve the debate of whether or not the Soviet sailor wanted to
or did not want to defect, the issue
does underscore the double-standard
and injustice the U.S. government
uses when dealing with refugees.
Why is there no "political sensitivity" for Salvadorans and Guatemalans seeking asylum? Salvadoran
refugees in Houston, for example,
are being warned by the F.B.I. about
speaking against the Duarte government and repression in that country.
Why are activists in the sanctuary
movement being persecuted and put
on trial by the I.N.S.?
The lesson of Medvid is obvious
- instead of taking the dangerous
thousand mile trek across Central

as-

America and the jungles of Mexico,
and swimming across the Rio Grande
in the middle of the night, Central
Americans should imitate Medvid.
They can charter a boat, raise the red
flag, sail into the port of New Orleans in broad daylight - and jump.
When the I.N.S. and the reporters
from the "Six O'Clock News" ask
why - do not tell them you are running away from El Salvador where the
Guard had leveled your home village
and murdered your mother, father,
and kids, and you somehow escaped
the firing squads - that will get you
nowhere.
Tell the authorities that you are
from Pskov, and that you had to eat
cabbage soup and black bread three
times a day, and that you were forced to read the 25 volumes of collected works of Marx and Engels in your
spare time. But now you want freedom to eat at McDonalds, wear Calvins and read the Reader•~ Digest.
If you are asked about religion
forget Catholicism, mention Russian
Orthodox or better yet tell them that
you were indoctrinated into atheism
by the Party since you were a twomonth-old baby. That way you will
be treated bette,c than the sanctuary
activists presently on trial in Phoenix, Ariz. who have been told that
religion is no basis for defense (as
well as international law) when it

comes to protecting refugees from
"friendly" miltary regimes in Central America.
Now those of you who want to play
it smart and be treated like royalty
you can do a "Vitaly Yukchenko" to
the C.I.A. - all you have to tell them
is that you are a high-ranking Soviet
spy; regional director for K.G.B. activities in Central America, for example, who wants to expose the
"ominous" Moscow-Managua connection.
The same advice goes for author
Margaret Randall, who has been ordered to leave the U.S. because of her
leftist political views. Just as the Central Americans, Randall should join
the Soviet Merchant Marine and take
a swim into the Mississippi. Then
maybe she will be allowed to immigrate and given "every opportunity"
to "defect" to her homeland.
Randall who has filed suit against
the I.N.S. on the grounds of First
Amendment rights violations, should
just "see the light" and change her
views. Instead of excoriating the U.S.
she should just write a Milton Freedman-like critique of "Das Kapital."
The I.N.S. knows about "Bill of
Rights" and freedom of expression
- as long as it is used to criticize the
left and not U.S. involvement in Central America.
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E:Biunitarian-Universalist*
Fellowship Of Hidalgo County

Lively, Stimulating, and Controversial
Programs and Unusual Services
ON Sundays, 10:30 - 12 NOON

At Campus Ministry Building, 1615 W. Kuhn, across
Sugar Road from Campus, one block west.

WATCH THE PAPERS FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OF FIRST CLASS
SPEAKERS AND OUR TIMELY
TOPICS
Persons of All Faiths, Agnostics, and
Atheists are Welcome
• The Fa,th of Wilham Ellery Channing (1780-1842) and of Five U.S.
Presidents. including John Quincy Adams and Thomas Jefferson

BENNY'S
316 E. UNIVERSITY DR.
Edinburg, Tx. 78539

383-5801
LEVI'S
501 JEANS
Reg. $24.95
NOW $19.95

The Pan American is a publication of Pan American University Student Publications.
sion of Student Affairs, Judy Vinson. dean of students; Joyce Prock, adviser.
Views presented are those of the writer and do not necessarily reflect those of the university .

"The Pan American" will
not publish next week due to
the Thanksgiving Break. Regular publication will continue Dec. 5.

-

The Spot f>urger No. 1
(Where our food hits the SPOT!)
Our specialitie5 are the uncomparable
Spotburger, Chicken, fish, and Shrimp..
Call in your orders at

It is published every Thursday except during examinations and holidays. under the Divi-

administration .
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Invites PAU Students, especially the Dorm,
Apartment, and other week-end Edinburgbound people to share our

Cel1tral American refugees take note
For all those Central Americans
looking for "political refugee" status
in the United States. You are going
about it a11 wrong.

~

..,....,...,_..........-....-....-....--.~

Instructive blunders revealed
EDITOR'S NOTE: Columnist

631-4561

1005 Nolana Loop

LEE JEANS
Reg. $23.95
NOW $18.95
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Sports
Digest

Homecoming game opens season Saturday
Sports Editor's Note--The
.Bronc basketball team will play
its Homecoming game against
Texas Lutheran Saturday, Nov.
23 at 7:35 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. Admission Is free to
students and faculty, general
admission is $4.

Originally from Pontiac, Michigan, James said: I'm glad I came to
Pan American, I love the weather
here."
He also loves basketball and Bronc
opponents better beware of this "diamond in the rough." ·

Willie James

Joe Johnson

Center

He looks like a "diamond in the
rough" ready to be cut and formed
into a force all Bronc opponents must
size up against.
He is Pan Am's 6-foot-11 center
Willie James, the tallest man to play
basketball for the Broncs in the 80's.
"Willie James gives us legitimate
size inside . . . he's one of those
players who's going to improve every
day," said Coach Lon Kruger.
"He's a very good listener and he's
interested in becoming a better basketball player. He will do whatever
you ask him . . . shoot 100 extra
jumpers after practice, or run a little bit extra," Kruger said.

.

Gu~rd

J

"I feel I'm more of a rebounder
than a scorer, but I'm learning," said
James who wears jersey number 50.
The 250 pound junior played his
sophomore year as a starting center
for Coffeyville Junior College in
Kansas. He played his freshman year
at Howard County in Big Spring,
Texas.
"James has unlimited potential ..
. he gave us 12 points a game, nine
rebounds and four blocked shots,"
Coach Eads of Coffeyville JC said.

One test where only
you know the score.
(Check One)

Yes

(\

.

•

>

No

□□
□□
□□
□□

Do you want to be the
onlv one who knows
when vou use an earlv
pregnancv test?

When Johnson and Johnson team
up they're called the "Band-Aid
Backcourt."
And it's band-aids the Bronc opposition will need this season if Joe

Make Thanksgiving
a shining
occasion.

Would you prefer a test
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?
Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carry it with you and
read it in private?

Kevin Johnson.
Guard
"He's the type of player who can
punish you," said Coach Lon Kruger

of Kevin Johnson, the other half of
the "Band-Aid Backcourt."
Johnson, a one-year letterman,
"plays with a great deal of confidence, aggressiveness and strength
. . . when he catches the ball inside
... he's tough," said Coach Kruger.
A 6-foot-4-inch guard, Johnson is
ranked as the team's number three

H.P.E.R. Turkey Trot
To promote fitness. the H.P.E.R . club will
sponsor a two mile run around the campus dur-

ing activity period. The race will begin in the ·
PE Complex quad area.
Turkeys will be given away. Participants may
register by calling the PE department at

381-3501 or may register the day of the run. ·
No entry fee is required. The run is open to
all PAU staff and students.

lntramurals
The Aces were named co-ed volleyball
champs. Football. badminton. bowling and
tennis and volleyball champs need to pick up
their intramur.il champion T-shirt, Nov. 2o-::!7.

rJ

"My job will be to get the ball to
the big guys on the block. I want to•
hit the jumpers when rm open anJ ·
play sound defense."
The Morgan City, La .. native is
currently a sophomore majoring in
marketing.
This fast-maturing cager looks forNard to a good second season.

scorer, averaging 9.1 points a game.
He is second with 62 assists.
"We're going to play a different
type of game this season so my role
will change," Johnson said, jersey
number 20.

Lady Broncs host Abilene Saturday
With three returning starters from last
season. the Lady Bronc basketball team kicks
off its 1985-86 season when they travel to
Kingsville tomorrow to match up against Texas
A&I University. They host Abilene Christian
at 5 p.m. in the Fieldhouse Saturday.
Admission for the home games is free for
students and faculty with an ID card. A $1 ad'
·11 be h
d
d
c arge to non-St u ents.
mission ,ee WI
McDoWell's three returning starters are m
· 1·me up, Pus
I a one ·year let ·
Fn.day •s starting

Rachel Juarez. 6-0 senior. Laredo; Maribel
Silva. 5-5 senior. San Juan; and Bridgette
Ivory. 6-1. junior. Detroit. Michigan.
Besides Ivory. new Lady Bronc freshman
recruits are Dora Gonzalez. 5-1. Monte Alto:
Melissa Gonzalez, 5-6. Edinburg: Alicia
Cavazos. 5-7 Edinburg; Evelia Garcia. 5-5
Laredo; and Maggie Gonzalez. 5-8. Edinburg.
McDowell also has three returning players
rounding out the squad, Martha Lopez, oneyear letterman, 5-9 sophomore, Monte Alto·,

terman and a junior college transfer.
They include; Sofia de Alva, 5-4 senior,
McAllen; Becky Dube, 5-8 senior, McAllen;

Kay Dee Benavidez, 5-11 junior, Raymondville: and Melba Muniz (who lettered in
83-84). 5-8 junior. Edinburg.

The Lady Broncs who have maintained ,1
tough rivalry with the L1dy Javelinas will be
going everything in practic·e. according tn
Coach John McDowell.
--we don't really know what Texas A&I or .
Abilene Christian is going to do. stl we'll ju,t
have to be up for however they play us:· ·
McDowell commented.
The Lady Bronc mowd up for the lirst time .
this year from NA1A to the rank of a NCAA
1 1ndepe nd cnt.
Division
--we·ve got some
good teams coming down -.
to play us and we have an exciting ,che<luk •
and the women arc really working hard to live
up to tha1:·

Cross-country ends season
visit us today.

Competing· together for the first
time at the NCAA Division I District
VI Championships in Georgetown,
the men's and women's cross country teams closed out their '85
season, Saturday.

Allen Floral by Betty Inc.
1320 N. Closner
E.dinburg, Texas 78539
383-3362 or 383-6822

Despite cold and rainy conditions
which resulted in a muddy course,
the Lady Broncs placed seventh
overall, with 220 points. The University of Texas was first with 33,

Send the FTD®

Brass 'n' BloomsT"

And how about a simple,
one-step test with a dra matic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?

Bouquet. Call or

l~{f::.
0

u

If vou checked "Yes" to
the above, EPT PLUS is for
Use it, and Olli\] IJOU
will know vour test score.

Johnson, half of the guard pair, has
anything to say about it.
The 6-foot-4-inch point guard is an
aggressive leader who, "gives 100
percent effort no questions asked,"
said Coach Lon Kruger.
This 190 pound Bronc from Baker,
La., played his freshman season at
Louisiana State University.
Wanting to try something different,
Johnson played for New Mexico
Military Institute (a junior college)
where he graduated with a 3.5 g.p.a.
Johnson's coach at NMMI Dave
Campbell said, "He's an outstanding
player--a floor leader, a very unselfish player who led the league in
assists and was third in the league in
steals."
Having played in one NCAA tournament (with LSU in 1984),
Johnson, jersey number 12, said he'd
like to play in another one, "I'd like
to gain some recognition for myself
and Pan American."
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The men's team fell short, placing
14th overall with 301 points. Akansas took the top honors with 26
points, Texas second with 47 points
and North Texas State third with 118.
Senior Toya Castillo ran a 19:11 for
the 5,000 meters which earned her
3.6~ place. Nancy Mireles ran a

19:29 for 40th, Norma Salazar a
19:29 for 41st, Veronica Guerra a
20:23 for 55th, Susanna Ibarra a
20:25 for 56th and Debra de los Santos ran a 20:46 for 59th, with 80
women running in the event.
"I'm happy to be able to say that
I am satisfied," Castillo said. "But,
as a senior I'm going to miss crosscountry."
Coach Reid
Harter ·said. "I believe our women's
team reached a physical and mental
peak, while I feel our men reach a
physical peak, but had a tougher time
handling the emotional pressure of
the meet."
Marten Westberg clocked a 31:07
in the 10,000 meter good for 31st
place.

...

"It was incredibly muddJ course·
which slowed us down, everyone en- ·
ding up having mud all over
themselves," Westberg said.
Doug Erickson ran a 31:56 to ·
finish 56th, Joe Rodriguez ran a
32:28 for 82nd, Fortino Gonzalez a
32:43 for 87th, Lalo Pereida a 33:06
for 93rd, Richard Yrecheta a 33:18 ·
for 97th and Robert Barron a 33:33 for 103rd.
"To me its all history now, I'm going to forget it as soon as I can,"
. Gonzalez said.
Both teams will take an active rest •
for one week before they resume
track work-outs for the upcoming
spring track season.

2 netters tovolley
in Ft. Worth

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER

428-6242

2220 HAINE

SU/TE 35

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, EL PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALLS

SAVE UP TO $69
in Free Options on your
Gold Lance Class Ring
Gold Lance _.,,,,,,__
Free Graduation
Class Rings . ~ ~ .
~ \ Key Chain
2-4 Week

Delivery

Lile;ime
Warranty
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Ask us for
full details

Bring this ad
to our store

Porter's Jewelry
Clip this •~

a bring to our store

by Dec. 31 , 1985 to quality.

Two players on the men's tennis
team will go up against some stiff
competition from some of the top
ranked teams in the nation this ·
weekend in Fort Worth.
Seniors Bob Bell and Kevin Smith,
seeded first and second respectively
on the team, will be traveling to ·
Texas Christian University to play at :
the annual Intercolligiate Tennis ·
Coaches Association/Rolex Southwest Regional Championship at the
Mary Potishman Lard Tennis Center.
The winner of the singles and doubles matches will advance to the Na- .
tional Indoor Championship in ,
Houston.
Southern Methodist University, the ,
number two ranked team in the na- ·
tion, will be at the tournament along
with some of the top 20 teams
111111111m111111n111111mn1111111.=
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It's pretty hard not to like an Army Rare
Scholarship.
Just look at what it covers: full tuition, books,
lab fees, Plus, it pays you up to $1,000 each
school year it's in effect.
But what we think you'll like best about our
scholarship is the commitment. Because it leads
to a commission in the Anny Nurse Corps
(ANC) after graduation.
As an Anny nurse, you'll belong to one of the
largest, most comprehensive health care teas in
the world. Training on state-of-the-art equipment. And using the latest techniques.
An Army nurse is an Army officer, too. So
along with professional recognition,

AlfMY ROTC.

you'll also receive all the prestige, privileges
and respect that go with being a leader in today's Army.
And don't forget, the Army Nurse Corps is
part of a worldwide organization. Which means
you'll have the opportunity to work in different
cities around the country. And different countries around the world. Without losing seniority
or benefits.
So make your commitment to nursing really
pay off. Begin your future in the Army Nurse
Corps. And that begins with Army Rare.
For more information about scholarship opportunities, stop by and see Captain Livas at
Dept. of Military Science, Southwick Hall, Pan
American University 381-3600.
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AIDS: Prevention key to cure
EDI1UR'S NOfE-This is the first
in a series of articles on sexually
transmitted diseases. This week's
topic, will deal with AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)
its causes and how it affects the
body. More information on this
subject will be available at the
forum on sexually transmitted diseases sponsored by the Student
Health Service on Dec. 5 at the
LRC Media Theater.
By Mary Mendez
Staff Writer
The disease which has terrified
and caused hysteria in many nations
still has doctors puzzled for a cure.
"The fact of the matter is that it is
a disease we are still learning a lot
about," said Dr. Erik Svenkerud of
the Student Health Service. "There's
something new every week.'
It's a disease that continues to increase without any regard to race,
age, or sex.
As of last week 772 cases of AIDS
were reported in Texas from 1980 to

: Classified Ads

the present. Of those, 427 victims
have already died .
In the Valley, Hidalgo County has
reported four cases and Cameron
County one, according to Svenkerud.
A blood screening test, which is
now being used world wide, is used
to diagnose AIDS victims. The blood
is tested for presence of antibodies
that they make against the body,
Svenderud said.
A positive screening test does not
necessarily mean that the person is
an AIDS case. The person will be
tested again in case there was an error on the first test.
Should the second test be positive,
the patient will be unable to become
a blood donor and is advised to restrain from any type of sexual activity.
Doctors have diagnosed AIDS as
a virus transmitted through sexual
activity. In the highest proportion of
AIDS infections, the carrier of the
virus is semen. The recipient in anal
or vaginal sex is at greatest risk.
The transmission of the AIDS
virus occurs when a mucous barrier

Autos For Sale

Employment
Need SO salepeople part-time or fulltimc. If you meet the following criteria

~urry and apply. Work available
year-round.
. • Must be presentable and able to
communicate with all classes of people.
• Must have some (minimal)
knowledge of math. For more information call Mon. - Fri. between IO a.m. and
4 p.m. ask for Dec. 630-0703.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT JOBS.
$16,040 - $59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Nationwide. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. R-9000
for current list.

Business Opportunity
$10-$360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush sclfauurcsscd envelope: Success, P. 0. Box
470 CEG. Woodstock. IL. 60098.

SERVICES

ls it true you can buy Je«rps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8033-A.

Housing
STUDENTS FROM MEXICO rooms
for rent near university. 705 W. Samano ·
383-221"7.

2 All Steel Buildings, brand new.
Never put up. Ready to deliver. Call
Romeo (572) 781-4666.

ease, most gay and/or AIDS related
groups are advocating "safe sex." or
techniques that reduces the risk of
transmission . Use of a condom in intercourse is a key step.
In August 1985 there were 12,599
cases reported in the United States;
out of those 183 children. The life expectancy for those with severe cases
such as Kaposi's sarcoma is two to
three years. The U.S. alone has
reported 7,157 deaths.
"There is no evidence of AIDS
transmission from routine social contact that would occur in a classroom,
dormitory, eating facilities , foods ,
dancing or swimming," Svenkerud
said.
The AIDS screening test is now
available at the Hidlago County
Health Department in Edinburg, for
those who suspect exposure to AIDS.

Sperm busters close shop
Six Harvard freshmen set up
"Sperm Busters" as a condom delivery service to students " in need of
contraceptives" in a hurry.
But Harvard busted the sperm
busters, citing a rule prohibiting student businesses being run from
dorms. (CPS).
-~ ... ·- .. -

He will be reviewing the lessons
from the Alliance for Progress and
its applications to U.S. Latin American relations in 1985.
Davis has worked in Latin American Studies and was associated with
the World Bank, International American Development Bank and National
Academy of Science. Davis has done
extensive research on agricultural
and economic development in Latin
America.

HAIR MASTERS
10% DISCOUNT WITH PAU I.D.
3 Hair Stylists
ROSA
OLGA
SANDRA

2002 W. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TEXAS
383-9133
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STARLITE BURGER
Chicken-Fish-Shrimp Plate
Phone 383-8111

FREE 12oz. Drink
with regular order
with this coupon.

Funds
Student L-Oans Available Now** Up
to $25,000 interest free while in school,
10 year pay back after graduation. Call
for Erasmo or Landy 686-2037.

OWNER:
1106 EAST UNIVERSITY
HORACIO CANALES
EDINBURG, TX 78539
~:~!,S.S~,SS:~~!SS~SS:~SS:~~

~
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FLOUR
I
ALONZO BROS.
I WHITE
l
PltoTo STudio
l . PATOS
l 408 s. 1jylt
JJ6 s. TEXAS ST. i-

Thinking oJ Graduate School?
The Lyndon B. Johnson

School of Public Affairs

Try 'Em

You'll Love 'Em!

The University of Texas at Austin

~·

November Special

is accepting applications for Fall 1986 until March 1, 1986.
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Big Mexican Plate
Beef Guisada, Spanish
Rice, Ranchero Beans
Salad and 2 Tortillas

i McALLEN, TX

WEslAco

Large Cheese Burger, Fries, Large Coke· $2. 75
SPECIAL FOR P.A.U students and staff.

needed. Call 381-0007.

$2.29
For faster service call
in/ an order 383-0725

Ride to Austin November

Tl. Share gas an:! buy dinner.
380-0968 after 5.
Typing Services. Research papers;
manuscripts. reports; resumes (editing &
proofreading). Call 585-2838, evenings.

Classified rate is $2 for the first 10
words and .10 per word thereafter.

Dr. Harlan Davis, deputy executive director of the Board of International Food and Agricultural Development in Washington, D.C. ; will
be speaking today during Activity
Period on "Lessons from the Alliance for Progress," in LA 101.
His topic is the Alliance for Progress which was implemented in
1961 to reform and accelerate the
economic and social development in
Latin America.

r~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4

Will type term papers or any typing
Wanted:

is broken, allowing entry of the virus
through semen. AIDS is also spread
by blood transfusions or a sharing of
apparatus needles from drug llbusers.
Intercourse with a condom, oral
sex, and kissing, while not altogether
risk-free, are considered safer.
AIDS causes the body's defense
cells to weaken. When they can no
longer protect the body the patient
becomes extremely susceptible to
rare cancers and fatal infections.
Although the disease is most
prevalent among homosexuals, the
disease does not discriminate in
selecting victims. Young children and
even nuns have contracted the
disease.
Woman to man transmission of
AIDS has not been clearly documented in the United States. If
neither partner is infected, intercourse will not transmit the AIDS
virus.
AIDS victims are being shunned
by the public who fear they will
become inflicted by just breathing the
same air as the victim.
To prev~nt the spread of the dis-

LASSA lecture today

,

HENRY'S

Across from Pan Am

OPEN AT 7 A.M.
Breakfast served all day.
all kinds of Taquitos

5 Locations - McAllen,

Eat at El Pato
VALLEYWIDE
Mission, Harlingen,

GRE Test Dates
December 14 & Februa1 y 1

~!

!he
~hool emphasizes public policy analysis,
mterd1sc1phnary research, and summer internships.

For application, write:
Admissions, LBJ School, lIT Austin, Drawer Y, University Station,
Austin, Texas 78713

Brownsville and Weslaco

1522 W. UNIVERSITY

383-4019

HOMECOMING
ACTIVITIES
Thursday November 21
BRONCOLYMPICS - SPONSORED BY UPB
Activity Period 10:25 - 11 :30
Between CAS & LRC Buildings

TONIGHT
PEP-RALLY - SPONSORED BY PAU CHEERLEADERS
6:00 p.m. AT TRAFFIC AND SECURITY
PARKING LOT
ATTENDING: PAU BASKETBALL
PLAYERS AND COACH LON KRUGER.

I~

BON FIRE - SPONSORED, BY IK's.
AT 6:30 FOLLOWING PEP-RALLY

'1

-
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Friday November 22
HOMECOMING VIDEO DANCE SPONSORED BY UPB AND PAUSA

AT 8:00 - 12:00 MIDNITE
* WILL ANNOUNCE HOMECOMING QUEEN WINNER *

c,o

LET'S ALL BACK THE BRONCSI
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Beer a,ewsll Oy Miller Brewing Co .. Milw.. WI

